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DECLARATION AND PROGRAMME OF ACTION OF TH8 WORLD SUMMIT
FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Report of the Main Committee

Addendum

1. At the 5th meeting, on 10 March, the Main Committee approved the draft
declaration and recommended it to the plenary for adoption.

2. The text of the draft declaration is as follows:

PART ONE

DRAFT DECLARATION

1. For the first time in history, at the invitation of the United Nations,
we gather as Heads of State and Government to recognize the significance of
social development and human well-being for all and to give to these goals
the highest priority both now and into the twenty-first century.

2. We acknowledge that the people of the world have shown in different
ways an urgent need to address profound social prOblems, especially poverty,
unemployment and social exclusion, that affect every country. It is our task
to address both their underlying and structural causes and their distressing
consequences in order to reduce uncertainty and insecurity in the life of
people.

3. We acknowledge that our societies must respond more effectively to the
material and spiritual needs of individuals, their families and the
communities in which they live throughout our diverse countries and regions.
We must do so as a matter of urgency, but also as a matter of' sustained and
unshakeable commitment through the years ahead .

.; . We a re- convinced that democracy and transparent and accountable
governance and administration in all sectors of society are indispensable
foundations for the realization of social and people-centred sustainable
development.
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5. We share the conviction that social development and social justice are
indispensable for the achievement and maintenance of peace and security within
and among our nations. In turn, social development and social justice cannot·
be attained in the absence of peace and security or in the absence of respect
for all human rights and fundamental freedoms. This essential interdependence

. was recognized 50 years ago· in the Charter· of -ehe United Nations and has grown
ever st:ronger.

6. We are deeply convinced that economic development, social development and
environment:al prot:ection are interdependent and mutually reinforcing
component:s.of sustainable development, which is t:he framework for our efforts

·t:o achieve a higher quality of life for all people. Equitable social
development: that recognizes empowering of the poor to utilize environmental
resources sustainably is a necessary foundation for sustainable development:.
We also recognize that: broad-based and sust:ained economic growth in the
context: of sustainable development is necessary t:o sustain social development
and social justice.

7. We recognize, therefore, that social development is central to the needs
and aspirations of people throughout the world and to the responsibilit:ies of
Governments and all sectors of civil society. We affirm that, in both
economic and social terms, the most productive policies and investments are
those. that empower people to maximize their capacities, resources and
opportunities. We acknowledge that social and economic development cannot be
secured in a sustainable way without the full participation of women and that:
equality and equity between women and men is a priority for the international
community and as such must be at the centre of economic and social
development.

8. We acknowledge that people are at the centre of our concerns for
sustainable development and that they are entitled to a healthy and productive
life in harmony with the environment.

9. We gather here to commit ourselves, our Governments and our nations to
enhancing social development throughout the world so that all men and women,
especially those living in poverty, may exercise the rights, utilize the
resources and share the responsibilities that enable them to lead satisfying
lives and to contribute to the well-being of their families, their communities
and humankind. To support and promote these efforts must be the overriding
goals of the international community, especially with respect to those
suffering from poverty, unemployment and social exclusion.

10. We make t:his solemn commitment on the eve of the fiftieth anniversary of
the United Nations and with a determination to capture the unique
possibilit,ies offered by the end of the cold war to promore social development
and social justice. We reaffirm and are guided by the principles of the
Charter of the United Nations and by agreements reached at relevant
international conferences, including the World Summit. for Children, held at
New York in 1990, the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development, held at Rio de Janeiro in 1992, the World Conference on Human
Rights, held at Vienna in 1993, the Global Conference on the Sustainable
Developmenl;: of Small Island Developing States, held at Bridgetown, B,arbados,
in 1994 and the International Conference on Population and Development, held

•
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at Cairo in 1994. By this Summit we launch a new commitment to social
development in each of our countries and a new era of international
cooperation between Govern~ents and peoples based on a spirit of partnership
that puts the needs. rights and aspirations of people at the centre of our
decisions and joint actions.

11. We gather here in 'Copenhagen in a Summit of hope, commitment and action.
We gather with full awareness of the difficulty of the tasks that lie ahead
but with a conviction that'major progress can be achieved, must be achieved
and will be achieved.

12. We commit ourselves to this Declaration and Programme of Action for
enhancing social development and ensuring human well-being for all throughout
the world now and into the twenty-first century. We invite all people. in all
countries and in all walks of life, as well as the international community. to
join us in our common cause.

"A. Current social situation and reasons
tor convening the Summit

13. We are witnessing in countries throughout the world the expansion of
prosperity for some. unfortunately accompanied by an expansion of unspeakable
poverty, for others. This glaring contradiction is unacceptable and needs to
be corrected through urgent actions.

14. Globalization, which is a consequence of increased human mobility.
enhanced communications, greatly increased trade and capital flows and
technological developments, opens new opportunities for sustained economic
growth and developmerit of the world economy. particularly in developing
countries. Globalization also permits countries to share experiences,to
learn from one another's achievements and difficulties as well as a
cross-fertilization of ideals. cultural values and aspirations. At the same
time. the rapid processes of change and adjustment have been accompanied by
intensified poverty. unemployment and social disintegration. Threats to human
well-being, such as environmental risks. have also been globalized.
Furthermore. the global transformations of the world economy are profoundly
changing the parameters of social development in all countries. The challenge
is how to manage these processes and threats so as to enhance their benefits
and mitigate their negative effects upon people.

15. There has been progress in some areas of social and economic development.'
incer alia:

(a) The global wealth of nations has multiplied sevenfold in the past
SO years and international trade has grown even more dramatically;

(b) Life expectancy, literacy and primary education. and access to
basic health care. inclUding family planning, have increased in t he majority
of countries and average infant mortality has been reduced, including in
developing countries;
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(c)

li.ber,t i es
while the

Democratic plurali.s~, democratic institutions ,and fundamental civil
have expanded. Decolonization efforts have achieved much progress,
elimination of apartheid is a hlstoric achievement.

16. Yet we recognize that far too many people, and particularly women and
children, are vulnerable to stress and deprivation. Poverty, une~ployment and
social disintegracion too often result in isolation, marginalization and· ,
vlolence. The insecurity many people, in particular vulnerable people, face
about the future - their own and their children'S - is intensifying:

(a), Within many societies, both in developed and developing countries,
the gap between rich and poor has increased, Further, and despite the fact
that 'some developing countries are growing ra,pidly, the gap between develC:J~d

and 'many developing countries" particularly"tlhe least developed countries, has
widened:

(b) More than one billion people in the world live in abject poverty,
most of whom go hungry every day. A large proportion, the majority of whom
are women, have very limited access to income. ~esources, education, health
care or nutrition, particularly in Africa and the least developed countries;

(c), 'There are also serious social problems of a different nature and
magnitude in countries with economies in transition and those experiencirig
fundamental political, economic and social transformations:

(d) The major cause of the continued deterioration of the global
environment is the unsustainable paC:tern of consumption and production,
particularly in industrialized countries, which is a matter of grave concern,
aggravating poverty and'imbalances;

Ie) Continued growth in the world's population, its structure and
distribution, and its relationship with poverty and social and gender
inequality, challenge the adaptive capacities of Governments, individuals,
social institutions and the natural environment:

(fl Over 120 million people worldwide are officially unemployed and
many more are underemployed. Too many young people, including those with
formal education, have little hope of finding productive work:

(g) More women than men live in absolute poverty, and the imbalance
continues to grow. with serious consequences for'women and their children.
Women carry a disproportionate share of the problems of coping with poverty,
social disintegration. unemployment. environmental degradation and the effects
of war;

(h) One of the world's largest minorities, more than 1 in 10, are
people with disabilities, who are too often forced into poverty, unemployment
and social isolation. In addition, in all countries, older persons may be
particularly ~llnerable to social exclusion, poverty and marginalization:
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(i) Millions of people worldwide are refugees or internally d i spLaced
persons . The tragic social consequences have a critical effect on the sccre i
stability and development of their home country, ~heir host country and the
respective regions.

17. While these problems are global in character and affect all countries, we
clearly acknowledge that the situation of most developing countries, and
partiCularly Of Africa and the least developed countries, is critical and
requires special attention and aGtion. We also acknowledge that these
countries, undergoing fundamental political; eGonomic and sOGial
transformation, inGluding those in the process of consolidating peace and
democracy, require the support of the international community,

18. Countries with economies in transition, which are also undergoing
fundamental political, economic and social transformation, require the support
of the international community as well.

19. Other countries undergoing fundamental political, economic and social
transformation require the support of the international community as well.

20. 'The goals and objectives of social development require continuous efforts
to reduce and eliminate major sources of social distress and instability for
the family and for society. we pledge our particular focus on and priority
attention to the fight against worldwide conditions that pose severe threats
to the health, safety, peace, security and well-being of our people. Among
these conditions are chronic hunger, malnutrition, illicit drug problems,
organized crime. corruption. foreign occupation, armed conflicts, illicit arms
trafficking, terrorism. intolerance and incitement to racial, ethnic,
religious and other hatreds, xenophobia, and endemic, communicable and chronic
diseases. To this end. coordination and cooperation at the national level and
in particular at the regional and international levels should be further
strengthened.

21. In this context, the negative impact on development of excessive military
expenditures, arms trade and investment for arms production and acquisition
must be addressed.

22. Communicable diseases. constitute a serious health problem in all
countries, are a major cause of death globally and, in many cases, their
incidence is increasing. These diseases are a hindrance to social. development
and often the cause of poverty and social exclusion. The prevention,
treatment and control of these diseases, covering a spectrum from tuberculosis
and malaria to HIV/AIDS. must be.given highest pr>ority.

23. We can continue to hold the trust of the people of the world only if we
make their needs our priority. We know 'that poverty, lack of productive
employment and social disintegration are an offence to human dignity. We also
know that they are negatively reinforcing and represent a waste of human
resources and a manifestation of ineffectiveness in the functioning of markets
and economic and social institutions and processes. .

24. Our challenge is to establish a people-centred framework for social
development to guide us now and in the future, to build a culture of
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cooperation and partnership and to.respond to the.immediate needs of those who
are most affected by human distress. We are determined to meet this challenge
and promote social development throughout the world.

B. Principles and goals

25. We Heads of State and Government are committed to a political. economic,
ethical and spiritual vision for social development based on human dignity,
human rights. equality, respect. peace, democracy, mutual responsibility and
cooperation, and full respect for the various religious and ethical values and
cultural backgrounds of people. Accordingly, we will give the highest
priority in national, regional and international policies and actions to the
promotion of social progress, justice and the betterment of the human
condition, based one full participation by all.

26. To this end we will create a framework for action to:

(a) Place people at the centre of development and direct our economies
to meet human needs more effectively;

(b) Fulfil our responsibility for present and future generations by
ensuring equity among generations, and protecting the integrity and
sustainable use of our eryvironment;

(c) Recognize that, while social development is a national
responsibility, it cannot be successfully achieved without the collective
commitment and efforts of the international community;

(d) Integrate economic, cultural and social policies so that they
become mutually supportive, and acknowledge the interdependence of public and
private spheres of activity;

(e) Recognize that the achievement of sustained social development
requires sound, broadly based economic policies;

(f) Promote democracy, human dignity, social justice and solidarity at
the national, regional and international levels; ensure tolerance,
non-violence, pluralism and non-discrimination in full respect of diversity
within and among societies;

(g) Promote the equitable distribution of income and greater access to
resources through equity and equality of opportunity for all;

(h) Recognize the family as the basic unit of society and acknowledge
that it plays a key role in social development and as such should be
strengthened, with attention to the rights, capabilities and responsibilities
of its members. In different cultural, political and social systems various
forms of family exist. It is entitled to receive comprehensive protection and
support;
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(i) Ensure that disadvantaged and vulnerable persons and groups are
included in social development, and that society acknowledges and responds to
the consequences of disability by securing the legal rights of the individual
and'by making the physical and social environment accessible,

(j) Promote universal respect for, and observance and protection of.
all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, including the right to
de~elopment, promote the effective exercise of rights and the discharge of
responsibilities at all levels of society, promote equality and equity ~etween

women and men; protect the rights of children and youth; and promote the
strengthening of social integration and civil society;

(k) Reaffirm the right of self-determination of all peoples under
• colonial or' other forms of alien domination or foreign occupation, and the

importance of the effective realization of this right, as enunciated,
inter alia, in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action adopted at the
World Conference on Human Rights;

(1) Support progress and security for people and communities whereby
every member of society is enabled to satisfy basic human needs and to realize
his or her personal dignity, safety and creativity;

,m) Recognize and support indigenous people in their pursuit of
economic and social development with full respect for their identity,
traditions, forms of social organization and cultural values;

(n) Underline the importance of transparent and accountable governance
and administration in all public and private national and international

,institutions,

(0) Recognize that empowering people, particularly women, to strengthen
their own capacities is a main Objective of development and its principal
resource. Empowerment requires the full participation of people in the
formulation, implementation and evaluation of decisions determining the
functioning and well-being of our societies;

(p) Assert the universality of social development, and ,outline a new
and strengthened approach to social development, with a renewed impetus for
international cooperation and partnership,

(q) Improve the pOSSibility of older persons achieving a better life;

(r) Recognize that the new information technologies and new approaches
to the access to and use of technologies by people liVing in poverty can help
in fulfilling social development goals; and therefore recognize the need 'to
facilitate access to such technologies,

(s) Strengthen policies and programmes that impro~e. ensure and broaden
the participation of women in all spheres of political, economic, social and
cultural life, as equal partners. and improve their access to all resources
needed for the full exercise of their fundamental rights;
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(t) Create the political, legal, material and social conditions that.
allow for the voluntary repatriation of refugees in safety and dignity to .
their countries of origin, and the voluntary and safe return of internally
displaced persons to their places of origin and their smooth reintegration
into their"societies;

(u) Emphasize the importance of the return of all prisoners of war,
persons missing in action and hOstages to their'families. in_accordance with
international conventions, in order to reach full social development.

27. We acknowl edqe that it is the primary reSponsibility of States to attain
these goals. We also acknowledge that these goals cannot be achieved by
States alone. The international community, the United NatiOns, the
multilateral financial inStitutions, all regional organizations and local
authorities, and all actors of civil society need to positively contribute
their own share of efforts and resources in order to reduce inequalities among
people and narrow the gap between developed and developing countries in a
global effort to reduce social tensions, and to create greater social and
economic stability and security. Radical political, social and economic

. 'changes in the'countries with economies in transition have been accompanied by
a deterioration in their economic and social situation. We invite all people
to express their personal commitment to enhancing the human condition through
concrete actions in their own fields of activities and through assuming
specific civic responsibilities.

C. Commitments

28. Our global drive for social development and the recommendations for
action contained in the Programme of Action are made in a spirit of consensus
and international cooperation, in full conformity with the purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations, recognizing that the
formulation and implementation of strategies, policies, programmes and actions
for social development are the responsibility of each country and should take
into account the economic, environmental and social diversity of conditions in
each country, with full respect for the varIous religious and ethical values,
cultural backgrounds and philosophical convictions of its people, and in
·conformity with all human rights and fundamental freedoms. In this context,
international cooperation is essential for the full implementation of the
social development programmes and actions.

29. On the basis of our common pursuit of social development, which aims at
social justice, solidarity, harmony and equality within and among countries,
in full respect for national sovereignty and territorial integrity, as well as
policy Objectives, development priorities and religious and cultural
diversity, and full respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms, we
launch a global drive for social progress and development embodied in the
following commitments.

Commitment 1

We commit ourselves to create an economic, political, social, cultural
and legal environment that will enable people to achieve social development.

•

•
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To this end, at the national leve~. we will:

(a) Provide a stable legal framework, in accordance with our
ccnsc Lcut Icns , laws and procedures, and consistent with international law and
obligations, which includes and 'promotes equality and equity between women and
men, full resPect for all human, rights andfundamentalf~eedqmsand the rule
of law, access to justic~, elimination of all forms of discFiminacion,
transparent and accountable governance and administration and the
encouragement of partnership with free and representative organizations of
civil society;

•

Create an enabling economic environment aimed at promoting more
accessfpr.all to income, resources and social services;

(c) Reinforce, as appropriate, the means and capacities for people to
participate in the formulation and implementation of social and economic
policies and programmes through decentralit;ation, open management of public
institutions and strengthening of the abilities and opportunities of civil
society ,and local communities to develop ,their own organizations. resources
and 'act i vities;

(d) Reinforce peace by promoting tolerance, non-violence and respect
for diversity, and by settling disputes by peaceful means;

(e) Promote dynamic, open, free markets, while recognizing the need to
intervene in markets" to the extent necessary, to prevent or counteract market
failure, promote stability and long-term investment, enSure fair competition
and ethical conduct and harmonize economic and social-development, includ{ng
the development and implementation of appropriate programmes that would"
entitle and enable people living in poverty and disadvantage; especially'
women, to participate fully and productively in the economy and society;

(fl Reaffirm, promote an0 strive to ensure the realization of the
rights set out in relevant international instruments and declarations. such as
the Universal Declaration of Human Ri~hts, the Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights and the Declaration on the Right to Development, Including
those relating to education, food, shelter, employment, health and
information, particularly in order to assist people living in poverty;

, '.:

Ig) Create the comprehensive conditions to allow for the vo'i unt'ary'
repatriation of refugees in safety and dignity to their countries of origin
and ~he voluntary and safe return of internally displaced persons to their
places' of origin and their smooth reintegration into their societies.

At the international level, we will,

(hi Promote international peace and security and make and support all
efforts to settle international disputes by peaceful means in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations;

(il Strengthen international cooperation for achieving social
development;
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(j) promote and implement policies to creste a. supportive external
economic environment, through, inter alia, cooperation in the formulation and
implementation of macroeconomic policies, trade liberalization, mobilization

." and/or provision of new and additional financial resources that are both
adequate and predictable and mobilized in a way that maximizes the
availability of such resources for sustainable development, using all
available funding sources and mechanisms, enhanced financial stability, and
more equitable access of developing countries to global markets, productive
investments and technologies and appropriate knowledge, with due consideration
to the needs of countries with economies in transition;

(k) Strive to ensure that international agreements relating to trade,
investment, technology, debt and official development assistance CODA) are
implemented in a manner that promotes social development;

(1) Support, particularly through technical and financial cooperation,
the efforts of developing countries to achieve rapid, broadly based
sustainable development. Particular consideration should be given to the
special needs of small island and land-locked developing countries and the
least developed countries;

(m) Support, through appropriate international cooperation, the efforts
of countries with economies in transition to achieve rapid broadly based
sustainable development;

(n) Reaffirm and promote all human rights, which are universal,
indivisible, interdependent and interrelated, including the right to
development as a universal and inalienable right and an integral part of
fundamental human rights, and strive to ensure that they are respected,
protected and observed.

Commit.ment 2

We commit ourselves to the goal of eradicating poverty in the world,
through decisive national actions and international cooperation, as an
ethical, social, political and economic imperative of humankind.

To this end, at the national level, in partnership with all actors of
civil society and in the context of a multidimensional and integrated
approach, we will:

(a) Formulate or strengthen,as a matter of urgency, and preferably by
the year 1996, the International Year for the Eradication of Poverty, national
policies and strategies geared to substantially reducing overall poverty in
the shortest possible time, and to reducing inequalities, and to eradicate
absolute poverty by a target date to be specified by each country in its
oational context;

(bl Focus our efforts and policies to address the root causes of
poverty and to provide for the basic needs of all. These efforts should
include the elimination of hunger and malnutrition, the provision of food
security, education, employment and livelihood, primary health-care services,
including reproductive health care, safe drinking water and sanitation,

•
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adequate shelter a~d participation i~ social and cultural life.. Special
priority will be give~ to the needs and rights of women and children. who
often bear the greatest burden of poverty. and to the needs of vulnerable and
disadvantaged groups and persons;

(c) Ensure that people living in poverty have access to productive
resources, including credit. land, education and training, technology,
knowledge and information, and to public services, and participate in
decision-making on a policy and regulatory environment that would enable them
to benefit from expanding employment and economic opportunities;

(dl Develop and implement policies to ensure that all people have
adequate economic and social protection during unemployment, ill health.
maternity, child rearing, widowhood, disability and old age;'

(e) Ensure that national budgets and policies are oriented. as
necessary .. to meeting basic needs, reducing inequalities and targeting
poverty, as a stra1;egicqbjective;

(f) Seek to reduce inequalities, increase opportunities and access to
resources and income, and remove any political, legal, economic and social
factors and constraints that foster and sustain inequality.

At the international level, we will:

(g) Strive .co ensure that the Lnt e rnac LoneL community and international
organi~ations. particularly the multilateral financial institutions, assis1;
developing countries and all countries in need in their efforts to achieve our
overall goal of eradicating poverty and ensuring basic social protection;

(h) Encourage all international donors and multilateral development
banks to support policies and programmes for the attainment. in.a sustai~ed

manner, of the specific efforts of the developing countriesanq all countries
in need relating to people-centred sustainable development and to meeting
basic needs for all; to assess their existing programmes in consultation with
the concerned developing countries to ensure the achievement of. the agreed
programme objectives; and to seek to ensure that their own policies and
programmes will advance the attainment of agreed development goals'that' ,fpcus
on meeting basic needs for all and eradicating absolute poverty. Efforts'
should be made to ensure that participation by the people concerned is ari
integral part of such programmes;

(i) Focus attention on and support the special needs of countries and
regions in which there are substantial concentrations of peOPle living in
poverty, in partiCUlar those in South Asia, and which therefore face serious
difficulties in achieving social and economic development~

Commipment 3

We commit ourselves to promoting the goal of full employment as a basic
priority of our economic and social policies. and to enabling all men and
women to attain s.ecure and sustainable livelihoods through freely chosen
productive employment and work.
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To this end, at the national level, we will:·

la) Put the creation of employment, the reduction of unemployment and
·the promotion of appropriately and adequately remunerated employment at the
centre of strategies and policies of Governments, in full respect for workers'
rights. with the participation. of employers, workers and their respective .

.organizations, and giving special attention to the problems of str~~tural,

long-term unemployment and· underemployment of youth. women. people with
disabi1ities and aU other disadvantaged groups and individuals: .

(bl Develop policies to expand work opportunities and productiVity in
both rural and urban sectors by ,achieving economic growth, investing in human
resource development. promoting technologies that generate productive
employment, and encouraging self-employment, entrepreneurship and small and
medium-sized enterprises:

(c) Improve access to land. credit, information, infrastructure and
other productive resources for small and micro-enterprises, inclucting·those in
the informal sector, with particular emphasis on the disadvantaged sectors of
aociety; .

(dl Develop policies to ensure that workers and employers have the
education, information and training needed to adapt to changing economic
conditions, technologies and labour markets;

(e) Explore innovative options for employment creation and seek new
approaches to generating income and purchasing power;

if) Foster policies that enable people to combine their paid work with
their family responsibilities;

(g) pay particular attention to women's access to employment. the
protection of their position in the labour market and the promotion of equal
treatment of women and men, in particular with re~pect to pay:

thl Tak~ due account of the imp?rtdnce of the informal sector in our
employment development strategies, with a view to increasing its contribution
to the eradication of pove~ty and to social integration in developing
countrie~, and to strengthening its linkages with the formal economy;

(il Pursue the goal of ensuring quality jobs, and safeguard the basic
rights and interests of workers and, to that end, promote respect for relevant
International -Labour Organization conventions. including those on the
prohibition or forced and child labour, and on freedom of association. the
right to organize and bargain collectively and the principle of
non-discrimination, consistent with the principle of voluntarism as reflected
in the International Labour Organization Convention:

At the international level, we will:

(j> Ensure that migrant ·workers benefit from the protection provided by
relevant national and international instruments. take concrete and effective

•
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. measures against the exploitation of migrant workers and encourage all
countries·to consider the ratification and full implementation of the relevant
international instruments on migrant workers;

(kl Foster international cooperation in macroeconomic policies,
liberalization of trade and investment so as to promote sustained economic
.growth and the creation of employment. and exchange experiences on successful
policies and programmes aimed at increasing employment and reducing
unemployment.

Cgmmitment 4

We commit ourselves to promoting social integration by fostering
societies that are stable, safe and just and based on the promotion and
protection of all human rights, and on non-discrimination; tolerance, respect
for diversity. equality of opportunity, solidarity, security and participation
of all people, including disadvantaged and vulnerable groups and persons.

To this end, at the national level, we will:

(a) Promote respect for democracy, the rule of law, pluralism and
diversity,' tolerance and responsibility, non-violence and solidarity by
encouraging educational systems and communication media and local communities
and organizations to raise people's understanding and awareness of all aspects
of social integration;

(b) Formulate or strengthen policies and strategies geared to the
elimination· of discrimination in all its forms and the achievement of social
integration based on equality and respect for human dignity;

(c) Promote access for all to education, information, 'technolOgy and
know-how as essential means to enhancing communication and participation in
civil, political, economic, social and cultural life, and ensure respect for
civil. political, economic, social and cultural rights;

(d) Ensure the protection and full integration into the economy and
society of disadvantaged and vulnerable groups and persons;

(el Formulate or strengthen measures to ensure respect for, and
protection of, the human rights of migrants, migrant workers and their
families, to eliminate the increasing acts of racism and xenophobia in sectors
of many societies and to promote greater harmony and tolerance in all
societies;

(f) Recognize and respect the right of indigenous people to maintain
·and develop their identity, culture and interests, support their aspirations
for social justice and provide an environment that enables them to participate
in the social. economic and political life of their country;

(g). Foster the social protection and full integration into the economy
and society of veterans, including veterans and victims of the Second World
War and other wars;
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(h) Acknowledge and encourage the contributxon of people of all age
groups as equally and vitally important for the buiiding of a harmonious
society, and foster dialogue between generations i~ all parts of society:

(i) Recognize and respect cultural, ethnic and'religious diversity and
promote and protect the rIghts of persons belonging to national or ethnic,
religious or linguistic minorities, and take measures to facilitate their full
participation in all aspects of the political, economic, social, religious and
cultural life of society and in the economic progress and social development
of their country;

ljl Strengthen the ability of local communities and groups with common
concerns to develop their own organizations and resources and to propose
policies relating to social development, including through the activities of
non-governmental, organizations;

"(k) Strengthen insr.itutions that enhance social integration,,,
recognizing the central role of the family and providing it with an "
environment that assures its protection and support. In different cultural,
political and social systems, various forms of the 'family exisr.;

(1) Address the problems of crime, violence and illicit drugs as
factors of social disintegration.

At the international level, we will:

(m) Encourage the ratification, the avoidance as far as possible of the
resort to reservations, and the implementation of international instruments
and adherence to internationally recognized declarations relevant to the
elimination of discrimination and the promotion and' protecr.ion of all human
rights;

(nl Further enhance internar.ional mechanisms for the provision of
humanitarian and financial assistance to refugees and host countries that
promote appropriate shared responsibility;

(0) Promote international cooperation and partnership on the basis of
equality, mutual respect and mutual benefit.

Commitment 5

We commit ourselves to promoting full respecr. for human dignity and to
achieving equality and equity between women and men, and to recognizing and
enhancing the participation and leadership roles of women in political, civil,
economic, social and cultural life and in developmenr.,

To r.his end, at the national level, we will:

•

(a)

practices
equity in

promote changes in attitudes, structures, policies, laws and
in' order to eliminate all obsr.acles to huma'n"ctignity, equality and
the family and in society, and promote full and equal participation
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of urban and rural women, and women with disabilities, .in ,social, economic and
political life, including in the formulation, implementation and follow-up of
public policies and programmes;

(b) Establish structures, policies, objectives and measurable goals to
ensure gender balance and equity in decision-making processes at all levels'
and broaden women's political, economic, social and cultural opportunities and
independence and support the empowerment of women, including through their
various organizations, especially those of indigenous women and those at the
grass-roots level, and among the poverty~stricken sections, including through
affirmative action, where necessary, and also through measures to integrate a
gender perspective in the design and implementation of economic and social
policies;

(c) Promote 'fuil and equal access of women to literacy, education and
training and remove all ,obstacles to their access to credit and other
productive resource!! and'to their ability to buy, hold and sell property and
land equally with men;

(d) Take appropriate measures to ensure, on the basis of equality of
men and women. universal access to the widest range of health-care services.
including those relating to reproductive health care, consistent with the
Programme of Action of the International Conference on Population and
Development;

(e) Remove the rema,n,ng restrictions on women's rights to own land,
inherit property or borrow money, and ensure women's equal right to work;

(f) ,Establish policies, objectives and goals that enhance the equality
of status, welfare and opportunity of the girl child, especially in regard to
health. nutrition, literacy and education, recognizing that gender
discrimination starts at the earliest stages of life;

(g) Promote equal partnership between women and men in family and
community life and socLety , emphasize the shared responsibility of men and
women in the care of ch'ildren and support for older family members and
emphasize men's shared responsibility and promote their active involvement' in
responsible parenthood and responsible sexuel and reproductive behaviour;

(h) Take effective measures. including through the enactment and
enforcement of laws, and implement policies to combat and eliminate all forms
Of discrimination, exploitation. abuse and violence against women and girl
children, in accordance with relevant international instruments and
declarations;

(i) Promote and protect the full and equal enjoyment by women of all
human rights and fundamental freedoms;

(j) Formulate or strengthen policies and practices to ensure that women
are enabled to participate fully 'in paid work and in employment through such
measures as positive action, education, training and emp10yment, appropriate
protection under labour legislation and facilitating the provision of quality
Child care and other support services.
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Attl1e ,£nternational level, we will:

(k) Promote and protect women's human rights 'and encourage the
ratification, if possible by the year 2000, the avoidance, as far as possible,
of the resort to reservations. and the implementation of'the provisions of the
convention on the 'Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and
other relevant instruments. as well as the implementation of the Nairobi
Forward-looking Strategies for the Advancement ot Women. the Geneva
Declaration on the Economic Advancement of Rural Women and the Programme of
Action adopted ,by the International Conference On Population and Development,

(1) Give specific attention to the preparations for the Fourth world
Conference on Women, to be held at Beijing in September 1995. and to the
implementation and follow-up of the conclusions of that Conference;

(m) Promote international cooperation to assist developing countpies.
at their request. in their efforts to achieve equality and equity and~he

empowerment of women;

(n) Devise suitable means to recognize and make visible th~ ~ull ~~tent

Of the workpf women and all their contributions to the national.eco~!l"'¥',
including cOntributions in the unremunerated' and domestic sectors .'""

COmmitment 6 (see A/CONF.166/L.3/Add.2)

Commi trnent: 7

We commit ourselves to accelerating the economic. soc;~l and human
resource development of Africa and the least developed countries.

To this end, we will:

(a) Implement at the national level structural adjustment policies.
which should include social development goals. anq effective development
strategies that establish a more favourable climate ,for .t.rade and investment.
give priority to human resource development and further promote the
development of democratic institutions;

(b) Support the domestic efforts of Africa and the least, developed
countries to implement economic reforms. programmes to increase food, security,
and co~odity diversification efforts through international cooperation,
including South·South coop~ration, technical and financial assistance, as well
as trade and. partnership;

(cl Find effective. development-oriented and durable solutions to
external debt problems, through the immediate implementation of the terms of
debt forgiveness agreed upon in the Paris Club in December 1994, which
encompass debt reduction, including cancellation or other debt-relief
measures; invite the international financial institutions to examine
innovative approaches to, asa i at low-income count r Lea ,wit.h a high proportion of
multilateral debt , with a view to alleviating the,,:ctebtburden, develop
techniques of debt conversion applied to social development programmes and
projects in conformity with Summit priorities. These actions should take into
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account the mid-term review of the United Nations New Agenda for'the
Development of Africa in the1990s and .theProgramme of Action for the Least
Developed Countries for the 1990s, and shou'l.d be implemented as soon as
possible;

(d) 'Ensure the implementation of the strategies and measures for the
development of Africa decided by the internat.ional community, and support the
reform efforts, development strategies and programmes decided by the African
countries and the least developed countries;

(e) Increase official development assistance, both in totaL and for
social programmes., and improve its impact consi,tent with ccunt r Lea ' economic
circumstances and capacities to assist, and consistent with commitments in,
international agreements;

(f) Consider ratifying the United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or
Desertification, Particularly in Africa, and support African countries in the
implementation of urgent ac~on to combat desertification and mitigate the
effects of drought;

Ig) Take all necessary measures aimed at ensuring that communica!;lle
diseases, particularly HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis, do not restrict or
reverse the progress made in economic and social development.

Cgrnmitment 8

We commit ourselves to ensuring that when structural adjustment
programmes are agreed to, they include social development goals, in particular
eradicating poverty, promoting full and productive employment and enhancing
social integration.

To this end. at the national level, we will:

(~), Promote baslc social programmes and expenditures, in particular
those affecting the poor and the vulnerable segments of society and ...protect
them from budget reductions while increasing the quality and effectiveness of
social ~xpenditures;

(bl Review the impact of structural adjustment programmes on social
development, including, where appropriate, by means of gender-sensitive social
impact assessments and other relevant methods, in order to develop policies to
reduce their negative effects and improve thl!ir.positive impact; the
cooperation of international financial institutions in the review could,be
requested by interested countries;

lcl Promote, in the countries with economies in transition, an
integrated approach to 'the transforrnationprOcess, addressing the social
consequences of reforms and human resource development needs;
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Cd) Reinforce the social development components of all adjustment
policies and programmes. including those resulting from the globalization of
markets and rapid technological change. by designing policies to promote more
equitable and enhanced access to income and resources:

(el Ensure that women do not bear a disproportionate burden of the
transitional costs of such processes.

At the international level, we will:

(f)
complement
investment

Work to ensure that multilateral development banks and other dOnors
adjustment lending with enhanced, targeted social development
lending:

(g) Strive to ensure that structural adjustment programmes respond to
the economic and social conditions. concerns" and needs of each country;

(h) Enlist the support and cooperation of r/gional and international
organizations and the United Nations system, in particular the Bretton Woods
institutions, in the design, social management and assessment of structural
adjUStment policies, and in implementing social development goals and
integrating them into their policies. programmes and operations.

Commitment 9

We commit ourselves to increase significantly and/or utilize more
efficiently the resources allocated to social development in order to achieve
the goals of the Summit through national action and regional and international
cooperation.

To this end, at the national level, we will:

(a) Develop economic policies to promote and mobilize domestic savings
and attract external resources for productive investment, and seek innovative
sources of funding, both public and private, for social programmes 'while'
ensuring their effective utilization;

(bl Implement macroeconomic and microeconomic policies to ensure
sustained economic growth and sustainable development to support social
development,

Ccl Promote increased access to credit for small and micro-enterprises,
including those in the informal s~ctor, with particular emphasis on the '
disadvantaged sectors of society;

(d) Ensure that reliable statistics and statistical indicators are used
to develop and assess social policies and programmes so that economic and
social resources are used efficiently and effectively,

(el, Ensure that, in accordance with national priorities and policies,
taxation systems are fair, progressive and economically efficie~t, cognizant
of sustainable development concerns, and ensure effective collection of tax
liabilities,
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(f) In the budgetary process. ensure transparency and accountability in
the use of public resources and give priority to providing and improving basic
social services;

(g) Undertake to explore new ways of generating new public and private
financial resources, inter alief through the appropriate reduction of
excessive military expenditures. including global military expenditures and
arms trade, and investments for arms production and.acquisition, taking into
consideration national security requirements. so as to allow possible
allocation of additional funds for social and economic development,

(h) Utilize and develop fully the potential and contribution of
cooperatives for the attainment of social development goals. in particular the
eradication of poverty. the generation of full and productive employment and
the enhancement of social integration.

At the international level. we will:

(i) Seek to mobilize new and additional financial resources that are
both adequate and predictable and mobilized in a way that maximizes the
availability Of such resources and uses all available funding sources and
mechanisms. inter alia. multilateral. bilateral and private sources. including

'on concessional and grant terms,

(j) Facilitate the flow, to developing countries. of international
finance. technology and human skill in order to realize the objective of
providing new and additional resources that are both adequate and predictable;

(k) Facilitate the flow of international finance. technology and human
skill towards the countries with economies in transition;

(1) Strive for the fulfilment of the agreed target of 0.7 per cent of
gross national product for overall official development assistance as soon as
possi9le. and increase the share of funding for social development programmes,
commensurate ~ith the scope and scale of activities required to achieve the
objectives and goals of the present Declaration and the Programme of Action of
the Summit,

(m) Increase the flow of international resources to meet the needs of
counc r Ies facing problems relating to refugees and displaced pe r sonsr.

(n) Support South-South cooperation. which can take advantage of the
experience of developing countries that have overcome similar difficulties;

(0) Ensure the urgent implementation of existing debt-relief agreements
and negotiate further initiatives, in addition to existing ones. to alleviate
the debts of the poorest and most heavily indebted low-income countries at an
early date. especially through more favourable terms of debt forgiveness.
inCluding application of the terms of debt forgiveness agreed upon in the
Paris Club in December 1994. which encompass debt reduction. including
cancellation or other debt-relief measures; where appropriate. these countries
should be given a reducation of their bilateral official debt sufficient to
enable them to exit from the rescheduling process and resume growth and
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development; invite the international financial institutions to examine
innovative approaches to assist low-income countries with a high proportion of
multilateral debt, with a view to alleviating their debt burden; develop
techniques of debt conversion applied to social development .programmes and
projects in conformity with Summit priorities;

(pI Fully implement the Final Act of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral
Trade Negotiations as scheduled, including the complementary provisions
specified in the Marrakesh agreement, in recognition of the fact that broadly
based growth in incomes, employment and trade are mutually reinforcing, taking
into account the need to assist African countries and the least developed
countries in evaluating the impact of the implementation of the Final Act. so
that they can benefit fully;

(q) Monitor the impact of trade liberalization on the progress made in
developing countries to meet basic human needs, giving particular attention to
new initiatives to expand their access to international markets,

t r) Give attention to the needs of countries with economies. in
transition with respect to international cooperation and financial ·and
technical ·assistance, stressing the need for the full integration of economies
in transition into the world economy, in particular to improve market access
for exports in accordance with multilateral trade rules, taking into account
the needs of developing countries;

(s) Support United Nations development efforts by a substantial
increase in resources for operational activities on a predictable, continuous

.and assured basLs , commensurate with the increasing needs of developing
"countries, as stated in General Assembly resolution 47/199, and strengthen the
capacity of the United Nations and the specialized agencies to fulfil their
responsibilities in the implementation of the outcome of the World Summit for
Social Development.

Commitment 10

We commit ourselves to an improved and strengthened framework for
international. regional and subregional cooperation for social development, in
a spirit .of partnership, through the United Nations and other multilateral
institutions.

To this end, at the national level, we will:

(a) Adopt the appropriate measures and mechanisms for implementing and
monitoring the outcome of the World Summit for Social Development, with the
assistance upon request, of the agencies, programmes and regional commissions
of the United Nations system, with broad participation of all sectors of civil
society.

At the regional level, we will:

{bl Pursue such mechanisms and measures as are necessary and
appropriate in particular regions or subregions. The regional commissions, in
cooperation with regional intergovernmental Organizations and banks, could

•

-
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convene, on a biennial basis, a meeting at a high political level to evaluate
progress made towards fulfilling the outcome of the Summit, exchange views on
their respective experiences and adopt appropriate measures. The regional
commissions should report, through the appropriate mechanisms, to the Economic
and Social Council on the outcome of the meeting.

At the international level, we will:

(c) Instruct our representatives to the institutions of the United
Nations system, international development agencies and multilateral
development banks to enlist the support and cooperation of these institutions
to· take appropriate and coordinated measures for continuous and sustained
progress in attaining the goals and commitments agreed to by the Summit. The
United Nations and the Bretton Woods institutions should establish regular and
substantive dialogue, including at the field level, for more effective and
efficient coordination of assistance for social development;

(dl Refrain from any unilateral measure not in accordance with
international law and the Charter of the United Nations that creates obstacles
to trade relations among States;

(e) Strengthen the structures, resources and processes of the Economic
and Social Council and its subsidiary bodies and other organizations within
the United Nations system that are concerned with economic and social
development:

(i) The Economic and Social Council should review and assess, on
the basis of reports of the national Governments, regional
commissions, relevant functional commissions and
United Nations specialized agencies, progress made by the
international community towards implementing the outcome of
the World Summit for Social Development and should report to
the General Assembly, accordingly, for its appropriate
consideration and action;

(ii) The General Assembly should hold a special session in the
year 2000 for an overall review and appraisal of the
implementation of the outcome of the Summit and consider
further actions and initiatives .
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1. At the 4th meeting, on 9 March, the Main Committee approved a new
commitment for the draft declaration, to be included in the d~elarati6nas
commitm~rit 6, 'and recommended it to the plenary for adoption. Statements
were made by the representatives of Tunisia, Indonesia, the Holy'See, Bl?azil.
India, the United States of America, Egypt. Canada, Benin,Sillit'zerland;:
Uganda, Guatemala, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Algeria, Mal1:a-i"France(on
behalf of the States Members of, the united Nations that are members of the
European uriiori) , the Sudan, Fij i , Pakistan and the Philippines {an behalf of
the States Members of the United Nations that 'are member~~of the'Group of 77
and China}.': The vi<:e-Chairman of the committee, Mr. Shah' (India), also made
a statement.

2. The text of the commitment reads as follows:
~.: , . ','!

Commitment 6

We commit ourseIves.Yo promoting and attaining· t:he goals, or. universal
and equitable access to quality education, the highest attaihable standard of
physical and mental health and th';; access of all to primary Ilea'lt,heare, "
making particular efforts to rectify inequalities relating to social '
conditions and without distinction as to: race, national origin. gender, age
or disability,. respecting and pr'omotingour common and particular cultures;
striving t o st.rengt.hen the role'Otculture "in development; prellerving the
essential bases of people-cericred:sustainable development ,and contributing to
the full development of human resources and to social development. The
purpose of these, activities is to eradicate poverty, promot.e full and
productive employment ,and fostersotial integration.

CPH.95-108
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To this end, at the national level, we will:

(s) Formulate and strengthen timebound national strategies for the
eradication of illiteracy and universalization of basic education; ';"hich
includes early childhood education, primary education and education for the
illiterate, in all communities, in particular for the introduction, if
possible, of national languages in the educational system and by support of
the various means of non-formal education, striving to attain the highest
possible standard of learning;

(bl Eniphasize lifelong learning by seeking to improve the queLd t y of,',"""
education to ensure that people of all ages are provided with useful
knowledge, reasoning ability, skills and ethical and social values required to
develop their full capaCities in health and dignity and to participate fully
in the social, economic and political process of development. In this regard,
women and girls should be considered a priority group,

(c) Ensure that children, particularly girls, enjoy their rights and
promote the exercise of those rights by making education, adequate nutrition
and health care accessible to them, consistent with the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, and recognizing the rights, duties and responsibilities
of parents and other persons legally responsible for children;

Cd) Take appropriate and affirmative steps to enable all children and
adolescents to attend and complete school and to clOSe the gender gap in
primary, secondary, vocational and higher education;

(e) Ensure full and equal access to education for girls and women,
recognizing that investing in women's education is the key element in
achi~ving' social equality, higher productivity and social returns in terms of
health, lower infant mortality and the reduced need for high fertility;

(f) Ensure equal educational opportunities at all levels for children.
youth and adults with disabilities, in integrated settings, taking full
account of individual differences and situations;

Ig) Recognize and support the right of indigenous people to education
in a -manner that is·-rei5ponsive e o r.heir specific needs, aspiratiOns and
cultures, and ensure,their full access to health care;

Ih) Develop specific educational policies, with gender perspective, and
design 'appropriate mechanisms at all levels of society in order to accelerate
the conversion of general and specific information available worldwide into
knOWledge, and knowledge into creativity, increased productive capacity and
active participation in so~iety;

(i) Strengthen the links between labour market and education policies,
realizing that education and vocational training are vital elements in job
creation and in combating unemployment and social exclusion in our societies,
and emphasize the role of higher education and scientific research in all
plans of social development;
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(j) Develop broad-based education programmes that promote and
strengthen respect for all human rights and fundamental' freedoms, including
the right todevelopment,promote the values of tolerance, responsibility and
respect for the'diversity and rights of others, and provlde training in
peaceful conflict resolution, in recognition of t,he bnit'ed Nations Decade for
Human Rights Education (1995-2005); ,

(k) Focus on learning acquisition and outcome, broaden the means and
scope of basic education, enhance, the environment for learning and strengthen
partnerships among Governments, non-governmental organizations; the private
sector, local communities, religious groups and families to achieve the goal
of education for all;

(1) Establish or strengthen both school-based and community-based
health eduC'ationprogrcommes for children, adolescents and adults , with spe¢ial
attention' to 'gU'lS and;, women, on a whole range of healtl'iissues, as one of the
prerequisites for social development, recognizing"the rights';' 'duties and
responsibilities of parents and other persons legally responsible for children
and consistent with the Convention on the Rights of the Child;

,"; l",

(m) Expedite efforts to acJ;i,~~ec;~,e goals, of national health-for-aU
strategies, based,on equality anq 1I9~.i~A;i:llst}ce in line with the Declaration
on Primary Health Care, by developing or updating country 'action plans or
programmes to'enaure ,universal, nOn~dil\,c;riminatoryaccess to basic health
services ; including,' sanitat ion and 'dripki,{g 'water, to protect health and
promote nutrition education and preventive health programmes;'"' " , ,

. '..•. : ....: ,:C.:'

(n) Strive to ensure that persons with disabilities l1avE,'aceess to
rehabilitation and other independent living services and assistive technology
to enable them'~o maximize their well-being, independence and full
participati~ in'society,

(0) Ensure an ,integrated and intersectoral approach so as to provide
for the protection and promotion of health for all in economic and social
development; taking cogn~zance of health dimensions of policies in all
seecocs r .

(p) 'l S~ek to attain maternal and child health Objectives, especially the
objectives of reducing child and maternal mortality of the'1990 World Summit
for Children, the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development and the 1994 International Conference on Population and
Development;

(q) Strengthen national efforts to address more effectively the growing
HIV/AIDS pandemic by providing necessary education and prevention services,
working to ensure that appropriate care and support services are available and
accessible to those affected by HIV/AIDS, and taking all necessary steps to
eliminate every form of discrimination against and isolation of those living
with HIV/AIDS;

(r) Promote, in all educational and health polices and programmes,
environmental awareness, including awareness of unsustainable patterns of
consumption and production.
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At the international level. we will:

(s) Strive to ensure that' international ,organizations. in particular
the international financial institutions. support these objectives.
integrating them into their policy progranunes and operations as appropriate'.
This should be complemented by renewed bilateral and regional cooperation;"

( t)'

to ensure
heritage.

Recognize the importance of the cultural dimension of development
respect for cultural diverSity and that of our common human cultural
Creativity should be recognized and promoted;

(u) Request United Nations agencies. notably the United Nadons
Economic and Social Council and the World Health Organization. and other'
international organizations dedicated to the promotion of education. cU,lture
and health. to give greater emphasis to the overriding goals of ,eradicating
poverty. promoting full and prOductive emplOYment andfostering'socilll
integration;

(v) Strengthen intergovernmental organizations that utilize various
forms of education to promote culture; disseminate information through
education and communication media; help spread the use of technologies; and
promote techn1e:llf'arid professional training and scientific research;

(w) Provide support for stronger. better coordinated glpb~t actions
against major diseaa.sthat take a heavy toll of human lives. 'such 8S malaria.
tuberculosis. cholera. typhoid and HIV/AIDS. In this context. continue to
support the joint and co-sponsored United Nations Progranune on HIV/AIDS;

(x) Share knowledge. experience and expertise and enhance creativity,
for example by promoting the transfer of technology. and in the designing ~nd'

delivery of effective education. training and health progranunes and p6ilcies,
including substance-abuse awareness. prevention and rehabilitation programme's.
which'will result. inter alia. in endogenous capacity-building;

(y) Intensify and coordinate international"BU~t for education and'
health programmes based on respect for human dignity and focused on the
p~Qtection of all women and children, especially against exploitation,

'trafficking and harmful practices such as child prostitution. female genital
mutilation and chili! marriages. '
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1. At the'5th meeting. on 10 March. the Main Committee approVed chapter I
of the draft programme of action and recommended it. to the plenary for
adoption.
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2. The text of ·chapter I reads as foliows =..

PART TWO

PROGRAMME OF ACTION

1. The present Programme of Action outlines policies, actions and measures
to implement the principles and fulfil the commitments enunciated in the
Declaration adopted by the World Summit for Social Development. Our success
will be based on the results that we achieve.

2. Aceions are recommended to 'create. in 'a framewor:k of sustained economic
growth and sustainable development, a national and international environment
favourab;le to socia.! ,development, to eradicate poverty. to enha'1ce product i ve
employment and reduce unemployment; and to foster social integration. All
the r eccmmended actions are linked. either in .rne requirements ;or th!!.i.····.
design. including the participation of all concerned. or in their. ' .. '
consequences .forthe various facets of the human condition. ,Policies to
eraC!ical;e poverty and reduce disparitieS and combat social exclusion require
the creation of employment opportunities and would be incomplete and
ine~i~cqv~;'Withoutmeasuresto eliminate discrimination and prornote
participation"and harmonious social relationships among groups and nations.
Enhancing pOSitive interaction between environmental, economic and SOCial
pOlicies'li(~lsb essential for success in the longer t erm , The well-being of
people also requires the exercise of all human rights and fundamental .
freedoms. access to the provision of good education, health care a~dother
basic public~ervices. and the development of harmonious relations

CPH.95-115
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within communities. Social integration, or the capacity of people to live
together with full respect for the dignity of each individual, the common
~ood, pluralism and diversity, non-violence· and solidarity, as well as their
ability to participate in social, cultural, economic and political life,
encompasses all aspects of social development and all policies.. It requires
the protection 'of the weak, as well as the right to differ. to create .andio
innovate. It calls for a sound economic environment. as well as for cultures
based on freedom and responsibility. It also calls for the full involvement
of both the State and civil society.

3., . Many of the ...~.s.sues merit ioned ip ..the present Programme of Act ion have been
addressed in greater detail by previous world conferences concerned with
questions closely related to the different aspects of social development. The
Programme of Action was elaborated against the background of. and taking into
account the commitments, principles and recommendations of. these other
conferences, and is also based on the experience of many countries in
promoting social objectives in the context of their particular conditions.
The special importance of the Programme of Action lies in its integrated
approach and its attempt to combine many different actions for poverty
eradication. employment creation and social integration in coherent national
and international strategies for social development. The implementation of
the recommendations contained in the Programme of Action is the sovereign
right of each country, consistent with national laws and development
priorities, with full respect for the various religious and ethical values and
cultural backgrounds of its people, and in conformity with all human rights
and fundamental freedoms. Each country will also take action in accordance
with its evolving capacities. The outcomes of relevant international.
conferences should also be duly taken into account in the implementation of
the present Programme of Action.

Chapter I

AN ENABLING ENVIRO~ENT FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Basis for action and obiectives

4. Social development is inseparable from the cultural. eco-lcgical.
economic. political and spiritual environment in which it takes place. It
cannot be pursued as a sectoral initiatlve. Social development is also
clearly linked to the development of peace, freedom. stability and security,
both nat-ionally and internationally. To promote social development requires
an orientation of values, objectives and priorities towards the well·being of
all and the str-engt.·hening and promotion of conducive institutions and
policies. Human dignity, all human rights and fundamental freedoms, equality,
equity'"and social justice cons t i t ut e the fundamental values of all societies.
The pursuit, promotion and protection of these values, among others. provides
the basic' legitimacy of all institutions and all exercise of authority and
promotes "ar{" environment -in which human beings are at the centre" of concern for
sustainable development. They are entitled to a healthy and productlve life
in. harmon~::"'ith nature .

.'.-' , ' "

5. The ecotiomies and societies of the world are becoming increasingly
lnterdependent. Trade and capital flows, migrations, scientific and
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technological innovations. communications and c~lt~ral exchanges are shaping
the global conununity. The same global community' is 'threatened by
envirpnmental'degradation. severe food criseS"•. epidemics. ali forms of racial
disci1~ination, xenophobia, various forms of into1~'WCe. yio1ence and
criminality and the risk of· losing the richness'of cultural d~y~;sity.

Gov~~ents increasingly recognize that their responses to changing
.cirCUm$tances and their desires to achieve s~stainable development and social
progres~ will require increased solidarity, expressed through appropriate
multilateral programmes and strengthened international cooperation. Such
cooperatiOn is particularly crucial to ensure that countries in need of
assistance. such as those in Africa and the least developed countries, can
benefit from·the process of globalization.

6. Economic activities. through which individuals express their initiative
and creati~ity and which enhance the wealth of. communities. are a fundament.'
basis for social progress. But social progress will not be realized simply
through the free i~teraction of market forces. Public policies are necessary
to correct market failures. to complement market mechanisms, to maintain
social stability and to create a national and international economic
environment that promotes sustainable grOwth on a global scale. Such growth
should promote equity and social justice, tolerance, responsibility and
invo1vement .'

7. : ''I'l\eUltimate goal of social development is to improve and enhance the
qiialii:Y of life of all people. It requires democ'!."atic institutions, respect
for all human rights and fundamental freedoms, increasea"lmd equal economic
opportunities, the rule of law, promotion of respect for:cu1tura1 diversity
and rights of persons belonging to minorities and an active involvement of the
civil society. Empowerment and' participation are essent1a1 for democracy,
harmony and social development. All members of society sbquld have the
opportunity and be able to exercise the right and responsibility to take an
active part in' the affairs of'the community in which theyliv~. Gender
equality and equity and the full participation of women in all economic,
social and political activities: is: essential. The obstacles that have limited
the access of women to decision-maleing, education, health-ca.re services' and
productive employment must be eliminated and an equitable partnership between
men and women established, involving men's full responsibility in family life.
It is necessary to change the prevailing social paradigm of gender to usher in
a new generation of wo~en and men working together to create a more humane
world order.

8. ""Agai'ns't :;this' baCkground, we will promote an enabling environment bas'ed on
a people-centred approach to sustainable' development. with the following
features':

.0'" 'Broad-based paitic.ipatibn and Lnvo lvemenc of civil society 'in the
formulation and implementation of decisions determining the
functioning and well'being of our societies;

• Broad-based paeterns of !f(istained economic growth and sustainable
development and the integration of population into economic and
development ·5'1:rategie5. which will Speed up the pace of sustainable
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development and poverty eradication and contribute to the
achievement of, population objectives ,and an improved quality of
life of the population;

• Equitable and non.discriminatory distribution of the benefits of
growth among social groups and countries and expanded access to
productive resources for people living in poverty;

.An interaction of market forces conducive to efficiency and social
development;

• Public policies that seek to overcome socially divisive disparities
and that respect pluralism and diversity;

• A supportive and stable political and legal framework that promotes
the mutually reinforcing relationship between democracy,
development and aU human rights and fundamen,tal freedoms;

• Polit,ical and social processes that avoid exclusion while
respll't:ting pluralism and diversity,' including' religious and
cultural diversity;

•

•

•

'A strengthened role for the family in accordance with the
principles. ,goals and commitments of the Declaration of the World
Summit for Social DeveloPment' and those of the International
Conference on Population and Development, as well as for community
and civil society;

Expanded access to knowledge. technology, education. health-care
services and. ,i.n,for:mat i oru

Increased solidarity. partnership and cooperation at all levels;

• Public policies that empower people to enjoy good health and
'productivity, ~h~,.?U'9hout their lives;

• Protection and conservation of the natural envirpnment in the
context of people-centred sustainable development.

·Act ions

A. A favourable national and international economic environment,

9. The promotion of mutually reinforcing broad-based sustained economic
growth and sustainable, development on a global,,5c;:ale, as well as growth in
production, a non-discriminatory and multilateral rule-based Int ernet tons t
trading system, employment and incomes, as a basis for social development. the
following actiOnS:

,'" - ..

la) Prompting the,es,t,tPlfshment of an open,equitab:I~,C;:opp:erative and
mutually beneficial international economic environment;
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tb) Implementing· sound and stable macroeconomic and sectoral policies
that encourage broad-based, sustained economic growth and sustainable and
equitable development, and generate jobs. and that are geared towards
eradicating poverty, reducing social and economic inequalities and exclusion;

(t) Promoting enterprise and productive investment and expanded access
to open and dynamic markets in the co~ext of an open, equitable, secure,
non-discriminatory, predictable, transparent and multilateral rule-based
international trading system and technologies for all people, particularly
those living in poverty and the disadvantaged, as well as the least developed
count r Lee s -

ld) Implementing fully and as scheduled the Final Act of the Uruguay
Round of multilateral trade negotiations;

Ie) Refraining from any unilateral measure not in accordance with
international law and the Charter of the United Nations that creates obstacles
to trade relations among States, impedes the full realization of social and.
economic development and hinders the well-being of the population in the
aff.e.ctetf countries;

If) Increasing food production, through the sustainable development of
the agric'ultural sector and improvement of market opportunities, and improving
access~o food by low-income people in developing countries. as a means of
alleviating poverty, eliminating malnutrition ·and raising their standards of
living;

Ig) Promoting the coordination of macroeconomic policies at the
national, subregional, regional and international levels in order to promote
an international financial system that is more conducive to stable and
sustained economic growth and sustainable development through, inter ·a1ia, a
higher degree of stability in financial markets, reducing the risk of
financial crisis, improving the stability of exchange rates, stabilizing and
striving for low real interest rates in the long run and reducing
uncertainties of financial flows;

Ih) Establishing. strengthening or rehabilitating, inter alia, through
capacity-building, where necessary, national and international structures,
processes and resources available to ensure appropriate consideration and
coor-dination- of economic policy, with special emphasis on social development;

IiI promoting or strengthening capacity-building in developing
countries, particularly in Africa and the least developed countries, to
develop social ~ctivicies;

(jJ Ensuring that, in accordance with Agenda 21 and the various
consensus agreements. conventions and programmes of action adopted within the
framework of the follow-up to the outcome of the United Nations Conference On
Environment and. Development, broad-based, sustained economic growth and
sustainable development respects the need to protect the environment and the
interests of future generations;
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(k) Ensuring that the special needs and vulnerabilities of small island
developing States are adequately addressed in order to enable them to achieve
sustained economic grgwth and sustairiabl~ development with equity by.
implementing the Programme of Action for the Sustainable,Development of Small
Island Developing States.

10. To ensure that the benefits of global economic growth are equitably
distributed among countries, the following actions are essential,

(alContinuing efforts to alleviate the onerous debt and debt-service
burdens connected with the various types of debt of many developing countries.
on the basis of an equitable and durable approach and. where appropriate,
addressing the full stock of debt of the poorest and most indebted developing
countries as a matter of priority, reducing trade barriers and promoting
expanded access by all countries to markets, in the context of an open,
equitable, secure, non-discriminatory, predictable, transparent and
multilateral rule-based international trading system, as well as for
productive investment, technologies and know-how,

(b)

developing
hindrances

Strengthening and improving technical and financial assistance to
countries to promote sustainable development and overcome
to their full and effective participation in the world economy:

(c) Changing unsustain"ble consumption and production patterns, taking
into account that the major cause of the continued deterioration of the global
environment is the unsustainable pattern of consumption and production,
particularly in industrialized countries, which is a matter of grave concern,
aggravating poverty and imbalances,

(d) Elaborating policies to enable developing countries to take
advantage of expanded, international trading opportunities in the context of
the full implementation of the Final Act of the Uruguay Round of multilateral
trade negotiations; and assisting countries, particularly in Africa. that are
not currently in a position to benefit fully from the 'liberalization of the
world economy:

(e) Supporting the efforts of developing countries, particularly those
heavily dependent on commodity exports. to diversify their economies.

11. Within the framework of support to developing countries', q i v i nq pr i ori t.y
to the needs of Africa and the least' developed countries, the following
actions are necessary at the national and international levels, as
appropriate,

(a) Implementing effective policies and development strategies that
establish a more favourable, climate for social development, trade and
investments, giving priority to human resource development and promoting the
furcher development of qemocra~ic institutions:

(b) 'Supporting African countries and least developed countries in their
efforts to create an enabling environment that attracts foreign· and domestic
direct investment, encourages savings, induces the return of flight capital
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and promotes the full participation of the private sector, including
non,governmental organ~zations, in the growth and development process;

(cl Supporting economic reforms to improve the functioning of commodity
markets and commodity diversification efforts through appropriate mechanisms,
bilateral and multilateral financing and technical cooperation, including
South-South cooperation, as well as through trade and partnership;

(d) Continuing to support" the commodity diversification efforts of
Africa and the least developed countries, inter alia, by providing technical
and financial assistan~e for the preparatory phase of their commodity
diversification projects and programmes;

(e) Finding effect'ive, development-oriented and durable solutions to
the external debt prOblemli, through the immediate implementation of the terms
of debt forgivenes~,agreedupon in the Paris Club in December 1994, which
encompass debt reduction, including cancellation or other debt relief
measures; inviting the international financial institutions to examine
innovative approaches to assist low-income countries with a high proportion of
multilateral debt with a view to alleviating their debt burden, developing
techniques of debt conver~Tbn'applied to social development programmes and
projects in conformity with Summit priorities. These actio~s should take into
account the mid-term review of the United Nations New Agenda for the
Development of Africa in the 1990s and the Programme of Action for the Least
Developed Countries for the 1990s and should be implemented as soon as
possible;

(f) Supporting the development of strategies adopted by these countries
and working in partnership to ensure the implementation of.measures for their
development;

(g) Taking appropriate actions, consistent with the Final Act of the
Uruguay Round of multilateral tra~~ negotiations. in particular the decision
on measures in favour of the least developed countries and the decision on
measures concerning the possible negati-'e effects of the reform programme on
the least developed countries and the net food importing developing countries.
in order to give these countries special attention, with a view to.enhancing
their participation in the multilateral tradlng system and to mitigating any
adverse effects of the implementatlOn of the Uruguay Round. while stressing
the need to suppor t the Aft'i'can countries so that they can benefit fully from
the results of the uruguay Round,

(hI Increasing official development assistance, both in total and for
social programmes and improving its impact. consistent with countries'
economic circumstances and capabilities to assist. and consi$tent with
commit,ments in international agreements. and striving to attain the agreed
upon target of 0.7 per cent of gross national product for Official development
;ass~stance and 0.15 per cen~ to the least developed countries, as soon as
p~s,~i,ble .

12. Making economic growth and the interaction of market forces more
cond~c~ve,to social development requires the following actions:
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(a) Implementing measures to open market opportunities for all,
especially people living in poverty and the disadvantaged, and to encourage
individuals and communities to take economic initiatives, innovate and invest
in activities that contribute to social development while promoting
broad-based sustained economic growth and sustainable development,

(b) Improving, broadening and regulating, to the extent necessary, the
functioning of markecs to promote sustained economic growth and sustainable
development and stability and long-term investment, fair competition and
·ethical conduct, and adopting and implementing policies to promote equitable
distribution of the benefits of growth and protect crucial social services,
inter alia, through complementing market mechanisms and mitigating any
negative impacts posed by market forces, and implementing complementary
policies to foster social development, while dismantling, consistent with the
provisions of the Final Act of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade
negotiations, protectionist measures, and to integrate social and economic
development;

(c) Establishing an open market policy that reduces barriers to entry,
promotes transparency of markets through, inter alia, better access to
informacion and widens the choices available to consumers;

(d) Promoting greater access to technology and technical assistance. as
well as corresponding know-how, especially for micro-enterprises and small and
medium-sized enterprises in all countries, particularly in developlng
countries;

(e) Encouraging transnational and national corporations to operate in a
framework of respect for the environment while complying with natlonal laws
and legislation', and in accordance with i nc e r-nat.Lone I agreements and
conventions, and with proper consideration for the social and cultural impact
of their activities;

(f) Adopting and implementing long-t-erm strategies to ensure
substantial. well-directed public and private investment in the constructlon
and renewal of basic infrastructure, which··wlll benefit people living in
poverty and generate employment;

(g) ~nsuring sucs r anr Ia l public and private investment in human
resource development, and for capacity-bullding in health and education, as
well as in empowerment and participation, especially tor people liVing in
poverty or suffering from social exclusion;

Ihl Supporting and paying special attention to the development of
small-scale and micro-ent.erprises, particularly in rural areas, as well as
subsistence economies. to secure their safe' interaction with larger economies;

(il Suppo~ting the economic eCCivitiee of indigenous people. improving
their conditions and development and securing their safe interaction with
larger economies;

ijl Supporting institutions, programmes and systems to disseminate
practical lnformation to promote social progress.
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13. Ensuring 'th<\t fiscal systems and other public Po.~icies arege.ared t.owards
poverty eradicatiori"'and do not generate socially diviaiye disparicfe.s ca Ll s
for:

(a) Enacting rules and regulations and creating a moral and ethical
climate that prevents all forms of corruption and exploitation of individuals,
families, and groups"

(b) Promoting' fair competition and ethical r espons IbfLi t y in ousIness
activities and enhancing cooperation and interaction among Governmen'ts';, the
private sector and civil society;

(c) Ensuring that fiscal and monetary policies promote savings and
long~term Investment; 'in productive activities in accordance with national
priorities and policies;

(d) Considering measures to address inequities arising from
accumulation of wealth through, inter alia, the use of appropriate taxation at
the national level, and to reduce inefficiencies and improve 'stability in
financial marekts in accordance with national priorities and policie~;

Ie) Re-examining'the distribution of SUbsidies, inter alia, between
industry.,and agriculture, urban and rural areas, and private and public
consumpti6n, ~o');msute that subsidy systems benefit people, living in poverty,

, -r -..~", '.; •• . . ,
especially t.lw··vUlnerable ,"and reduce disparities;

'._ '.t,", "" {.;," _

If> Prcin!;tin9 international agreements that address effectively issues
of double taxation', as ",eli as cross-border tax evasion, in accordance with
the priorities and policies of the States concerned, while improving the
efficiency and fairness of tax collection;

(g) A!?'sisting developing countries, upon their request, to establish
efficient and fair tax systems by strengthening the administrative capacity
f cr vt.ax .assessment and collection and tax evader prosecution, and to support a
more progressive' tax system;

(h) Assisting countries with economies in transition to estabfis'h fair
and effective systems of taxation on a solid leg~l basis, contributing to the
socio-~~Qnqmic reforms under way in those countri's.

B. A favourable national and igternational
political and legal envir9nm~nF

14. to ensure that the political framework supports the 'obJectives of' 'social
~eve16pment. th~.fOllowin9 actions are essential:

(a) . Ensuring that governmental institutions and ageric'ies responsible
for the planning and implementation of social policies have the status,

'J::,~sources and informat ion necessary to give high priority to "social
development in policy-making;

(bl Ensuring the rule of law and democracy and the existence of rules
and processes to create transparency and accountability for all public and
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private institutions and to prevent,a!ld combat all forms of corruption,
sustained through education and the development' of attitudes and values
promoting responsibility, solidarity and a strengthened civi('society;

(c) Eliminating aU forms of discrimination, while developing and
encouraging educational programmes and media campaigns to that, end,

(d) Encouraging decentralization of public institutions and services to
a level that, compatible with the overall responsibilities, priorities and
objectives of Governments, responds properly,to local needs and facilitates
local participation,

(e) Establishing conditions for the social partners to organize and
function freely and responsibly, with guaranteed freedom of expression and
association and the right to engage in collective bargaining and to promote
mutual interests, taking due account of national laws and regulations;

(f) Establishing similar conditions for professional organizations and
organizations of independent workers;

(g) Promoting political and social processes inclusive of all members
of society and respectful of political pluralism and cultural diversity,

(h) Strengthening the capac i t res and opportunities, of'alY people"
especially those who are disadvantaged or vulnerable, to erlhance their own
economic and social development, to establish and maintain organizations
representing their interests and to be involved in the planning and
implementation of government policies and programmes by'which they will be
directly affected;

Ii) Ensuring full involvement and participation of women at all levels
in the decision-making and implementation process, and in the economic and
political mechanisms through which ,policies are formulated and implemented,

Ijl Removing all legal impediments to the ownership of ell means of
production and property by men and women;

(k) Taking measures, in cooperation with the i nt ernaticna I community,
as appropriate. in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. the
UnIversal Declaration of Hum~n Rights, other international instruments and
relevant United Nations resolutions, to create Lhe appropriate political and
legal environment to'address the root c~use ·of movements of refugees, to allow
their voluntary return in safety and dignity. Measures should also be taken
at the national level, with international cooperation, as appropriate, in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, to create conditions for
internally displaced persons to voluntarily return to their pleces of ongin.

15. It is essential for social development that all human rights and
fundamental' freedoms, including the right to development as an integral part
of fundamental human rights, be promoted and protected through 't~e fallowing
actions:
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fa} Encouraging ratification of existing Lnc e r-ne t Lone I human right.s·
conventions that have' not been ratified; and implementing the provisions of
conventions and covenants that have been ratified;

(b) Reaffirming and promoting all human rights and fundamental
freedoms, which are universal, indivisible, interdependent and interrelated,
including the right to development, and striving to ensure that they are
respected, protected and observed through appropriate legislation.
dissemination of information, education and training and the provision of
effective mechanisms and remedies for enforcement, inter alia, through the
establishment or strengthening of national institutions responsible for
monitoring and enforcement;

~ (c) Taking measures to ensure that every human person and all peoples
are entitled to participate, to contribute to and to enjoy economic, social,
cultural and political development; encouraging all human persons to take
responsibility for development, individually and collectively; and recognizing
that States have the primary responsibility for the creation of national and
international conditions favourable for the realization of the right to
dev~lopment, taking into account the relevant provisions of t~e Vienna
Declaration and Programme of Action;

(d) Promoting the realization of the right to development through
strengthening democracy, development and respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms and through effective development policies at the
national level, as well as equitable economic relations and a favourable
economic environment at the international level, since sustained action is
indispensable for fostering a more rapid development ?f developing countries;

Ie) Removing obstdcles to the realization of the right of peoples to
self-determination, in particular of peoples living under colonial or other
forms of alien domination or foreign occupatior.. which adversely affect their
social and economic development;

If) Promoting and protecting the human rights of \Nomen and removing all
obstacles to full equality and equity be t ween women and men in pol i r Lce l .
civil, economic, social and cultural life:

Ig) Giving special attention to promoting and prot~cting the rig~ts 6~

the child. wich particular attention to .the rights of the girl child, by.
inter alia, encouraging the ratification and implementation of the Convention
on the Rights of the Child and the Plan of Action for Implementing the Wo,ld
Declaration on the Survival, Protection and Development of Children ~n the
19905 adopced at the World Summit for Children;

(h) Providing all people. in particular the vulnerable and
disadvantaged in society, with the benefit of an independent~ fair and
effective system of justice, and ensuring access by all to competent sources
of advice about legal rights and obligations;

Ii) Taking effective measures to bring to an end all de jure and de
facto discriMination against persons with disabilities;
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(j) Strengthening the ability of civil society and the community to
participate actively in the planning,.dec~sion-makingand implementation of
social development programmes, by education !lnd access to resources;

(k) Promoting and protecting the rights of individuals in order to
prevent and eliminate situations of domestic discrimination and violence.

16. An open political and economic system requires access by all to
knowledge, education and information by:

(a) Strengthening the educational system at all levels, as well as
other means of acquiring skills and knowledge. and ensuring universal access
to basic education and lifelong educational opportunities. while removing
economic and socio-cultural barriers to the exercise of the right to
education;

(b) Raising public awareness and promoting gender-sensitivity education
to eliminate all obstacles to full gender equality and equity;

(c) Enabling and encouraging access by all to a wide range of
information and opinion on matters of general interest through the mass media
and other means;

(d) Encouraging education systems and. to the extent consistent with
freedom of expression, communication media to raise people's understanding and
awareness of all aspects of social integration. including gender sensitivity.
non-violence," tolerance and solidarity and respect for the diversity of
cultures and interests, and to discourage the exhibition of pornography and
the gratuitous depiction of explicit violence and cruelty in the media;

(e) Improving the reliability, validity. utility and public
availability of statistical and other information on social development and
gender issues. including the effective use of gender-disaggregated statistics
collected at the national, regional and international levels, including
through support to academic and research institutions.

17. 1nternational support for national efforts to promote a favourable
political and legal environment. mUSt be in conformity with the Charter of the
United Nations. principles of international law and the Declaration on
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation
among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. Support
calls for the following actions:

(a) Making use. as appropriate. of the capacity of the United Nations
and other relevant international. regional and subregional organizations to
prevent and resolve armed conflicts and promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom;

(b) Coordinating policies, actions and legal instruments and/or
measures to combat terrorism. all forms of extremist violence. illicit arms
trafficking. organized crime and illicit drug problems. money laundering and

•
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related crimes, trafficking in women, adolescents, children. migrants. and
human orglns. and other activities contrary to human rights and human dignity;

(c) States cooperating with one another in ensuring development and
eliminatirg obstacles to development. The international community should
promote etfective international cooperation. supporting the efforts of
developing countries. for the full realization of the right to development and
the elimination of obstacles to development. through. inter alia, the
implement~ion of the provisions of the Declaration on the Right to
Development. as reaffirmed by the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action.
Lasting pr?gress towards the implementation of the right to development
requires e!fective development policies at the national level, as well as
equitable !conomic relations and a favourable economic environment at the
international level. The right to development should be fulfilled so as to
equitably Qeet the social. developmental and environmental needs of present
and future generations.

(dl Ensuring that human persons are at the centre of social development
and that this is fully reflected in the programmes and activities of
subregional, regional and international organizations;

(e) Reinforcing. within existing resources. the capacity of relevant
national. regional and international organizations. within their mandates. to
promote and nonitor the implementation of all human rights and fundamental
freedoms. including the right to development and the elimination of all forms
of discrimination;

(f) Elaborating policies. within the mandates and functions of the
various international institutions. that will support the objectives of social
development and contribute to institutional development through capacity
building and other forms of cooperation;

(g) Strengthening the capacities of Governments, the private sector and
civil society, especially in Africa and the least developed countries, to
enable them to meet their specific and global responsibilities;

(hI Reinforcing the capacities of Governments. the private sector and
civil socipty in the countries in transition, with a view to helping them in
the process of transforming their economies from centrally planned to market
oriented ones.
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1. At the 4th meeting, on 9 March, the Main Committee approved chapter II
of the draft programme of action.nd recommended it to the pllimatyfor
adoption. Statements were made by the representatives of Canada, the

"United States of America, Pakislian, Guatemala. the United AJ;ll5 Emirates,
theSu~n. Norway. Mongolia, Zambia, Jamaica, Saudi Arabia. ,AUstralia, Malta,
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2. The text of chapter II reads as follows:

. Chapter II

ERADICATION OF POVERTY
.:

Blsis for action and objectives

•

18; Over 1 billAon people in the world today live under uq~cceptable

conditions of poverty,mostly in developing countries, and partic.ularly in
rural" areas of l<;liw-income Asi.8 and.~he Pacific. 1t-.frica" Latin "America ,and the
Caribbean. and the least developed countries.

19. Poverty has var,ious manifestations, includi,ng lack of income and
productive resources sufficient t?ensure sustainable livelihoods; hunger and
malnutrition; lllhealth; llmited or lack of, access to education and other
basic services; increased morbidity and mortality from'illness; homelessness
and inadequate housing; unsafe environments; and social discriminatipn and
exclusion. It'> is also characieri2ed by a iatk of partic1pat'ion in '
decisiorl-makingand in civil. social and cultursl life. It o':curs in all
c~~ntries: a~'m~ss poverty in 'many developing countries, .p~ckets Of. pOverty

CPH.95-102
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amid wealth in developed countries, loss of livelihoods as a result'of
economic recession, sudden poverty as a result of disaster or conflict, the
poverty of low-wage workers, and the utter destitution of people who fall
outside family support systems, social institutions and safety, nets. Women
bear a disproportionate burden of povert~, and children growirig up" ill".poverty
are often permanently disadvantaged. Older people, people with disabil~ties,

indigenous people, 'refugees and internally displaced persons are e i so .. · .. ;
particularly vulnerable to poverty. Furthermore, poverty in its varlou$forms
represents a barrier to communication and access to services, as well as' a
major health ri!>k" and people living '·in poverty ~J:e pli;rdculllYY vulnerable to
the consequences of disasters and conflicts. Absolute poverty is a condition

._.wracterized by severe deprivation of basic human needs, including ~oqd: ..safe
··,tiJO[nH'rtg·watel' ." sanitation 'facUities, health, slfeltet;"~dUc'iitfoir'a'iic!""~''''''

information. It depends not only on income, but also on access to social
services. >-,,-.-'

20. There is general agreement that persistent widespread poverty, as well as
serious social and gender inequities, have significant influences on, and are
in turn influenced by, demographic parameters such as population growth,
structure and distribution. There is also general agreement that
unsustainable consumption and production patterns are contributing to the
unsustainable use of natural resources and environmental degradation, as well
as to the reinforcement of social inequities and poverty, with the
above-mentioned COnsequences for demographic parameters.

21. Urban poverty is rapidly increasing in pace with overall urbarii~ii9n.

It is a growing phenomenon in all' countries and regions; and oftenpos'e'~',

> special problems such as overcrowding, concamfnatedwater a·nd.badsanita't'ion,
unsafe shelter, crime and add i t Lona I soci,ll' problems. An inc;reasing"r\Ii~e-r' of
low-income urban households are female-maintained.

22. Among people living in poverty, gender disparities are marked, especially
in the increase in female-maintained households. With increasing population,
the numbers of youth living in poverty will increase significantly.
Therefore, specific measures are needed to address the juvenilization and
feminization of poverty.

23. Poverty has verLous causes, Lnc Lud i nq structural ones. Poverty is a
complex muLt Ld.i.rnerrs LorraL problem with. or i q.ins in both the national .and
inter::nationa,l domains. No uri i f o rm solution can. be found for global
application. Rather, country-specific programme.s to...tackle poverty and
international efforts supporting national efforts, as well as the parallel
process of creating a supportive international ·envi~onment,·are crucial for a

;,. so lut.Lon to this problem, Poverty is inseparably linked to lack of cont r o'I
over resources, including land, skills, J<oowledge, capital and soc i a I
connections. Without those resources, people are easily neglected by poHcy
makers and have limited access to institutions, markets, employment and Public
services. The eradication of poverty cannot be accomplished through
anti-poverty programmes alone, but will require democratic partitipa~ion and
changes in economic structures in order to ensure access for all t e' rcacurces .
opportunities and public services, to undertake policies geared to more

•
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equitable d1stribution of wealth and income, to provide soc1alprotection for
those who cannot support' thems~lves, and to assist people confronted by
unforeseen catastrophe, whether individual or collective, natural, social or
technological.

24, The eradication of poverty requires universal, access to economic
opportunities which will promote sustainable livelihood and basic social
services, as well as special efforts to facilitate access to opportunities and
services for 'the disadvantaged. 'People: living in poverty and vulnerable
groups must be empowered through or~4nization and participa~n in all aspects
of political. economic and social life ,and, in particular, i~ the planning and
implementation of policies'that affect them, and thus enable them to become

'genuine par,tners in development.,
25 ,There ist'herefore an urgent need for :

• National sttategies to reduce overall poverty substantially,
inciuding measures'to remove the structural~barriers that prevent
people from escaping poverty, with specific time-bound commitments
to eradicate absolute, poverty by a target date to be specified by
each country in its'nat,ional context;

• Stronger international 'cooperation and the sup~ort of international
institutions to assist 'countries in their efforts to eradicate
poverty and to provide basic social Protection and services;

• Development of methods to measure all forms
absolute pOverty, and to assess and monitor
those:it rf~k; within the national context;

oipoverty, especially
the circumstances '~of

i!'

• Regular national reviews of economic policies and national budgets
'to orient',them towards eradicating poverty and reducing
inequali ties;' ,v,

: ~.' if.

• Expanded'opporttihities to' enable, people living in poverty to
enhance their overall capacities,and improve tli-eir, economic and
social conditions, while managing resources sustainably;

• HUman resource ,devfflopment and improved infrastructural facilities;
:;: ~[ , '...',:.

• Comprehensive pr~ision for the basic 'needs of all;

• Policies ensuring that all people have adequate economic and social
protectiOl'l dur,ing unemployment, ill health,. mat.ern i t y , disability
and old age;

• Policies that strengthen the family and contribute to its st'ability
in accordance with the principles, goals and commitments of the
Declaration of the World Summit for Social Development and those of
the International Conference on Population and Development;
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• Mobilization of both the public and the private $ectors, more
developed areas, eduQational and academic institutions and
non-governmental organizations to assist poverty-stricken areas.

Actions

A.. Formulation of integrated strftegies

26. Governments should give greater focus to public efforts to eradicate
absolute poverty and to reduce overal; poverty sUbstantially~:

(a) Promoting sustained economic growth. in the context of ,sustainable
development, and social progress. requiring that growth be broadly based.
offering equal opportunities to all people. All countries shOUld recognize
their common but differentiated responsibilities. The developed countries
acknowledge the responsibility they bear in the international pursuit of
sustainable development, and should continue to improve their: efforts to
promote sustained economic growth and to narrow imbalances in,a manner that
can benefit all countries. particularly ,the developing countr res ,

(bl Formulating or strengthening, preferably by the year 1996, and
implementing national poverty eradication plans to addre$S the structural
causes of poverty. encompassing action on the local, national. subregional,
regional and internati?nal, levels. These plans should: establish, within each
national context, strategies and affordable eime-bound goals and targets for
the substantial reduction of overall poverty and the eradiCation of absolute
poverty. In the context of the national plans, particular attention should be

Cgivento employment creation as a means of eradicating pov,ertY, giving
appropriate consideration to health and education, assigning a higher priority
to basic social services, generating househoid income, and promoting access to
productive ass,et~ and economic opportunities; ,

(c) Identifying the livelihood systems, survival' strategies and
self-help organizations of people living in poverty and working with such
organizations to develop programmes for combating poverty that build on their
efforts. ensuring the full participation of the people concerned and
responding to their actual needs;

(d) Elaborating at the national level, the measurements, criteria and
indicators for determining the extent and distribution of absolute poverty.
Each country should develop a precise definition and assessment of absolute
poverty, preferably by 1996. the International Year for the ,Eradication of
Poverty,

(e) Establishing policies. Objectives and measurable targets to enhance
and broaden women's economic opportunities and their access to productive
resources. particularly women who have no source of income,

",,:

•
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(-f)"" Promoting effective enjoymentbyall'p~opleof civil, cultural,
economic', political' and socialrigi'lts:, alia'access to existing social
protection and public llervices; -A'i'i'partfCiular' through encouraging, the:" ',,'
ratification and ensuringth.~flin'implemen'tationof relevant human right!!,.
instruments, such as the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
CUltural Rights and the International Covenant on polirical ana Civil Rights;

(gl Eliminating the injustice and obstacles"chat,wome,n are faced with,
and encouragirlg, and strengthening the participation' of' women i,n tak'ing ,
decisionsand"in imp1l!!meiit~ng, tl'iem,,as w:11 ~s their ~ccess JlIO: produc;:thle,,<,
resources and land ownersh1p and the1r r1ght to inh,ent: good's;, '

(hl' Encouraging and supporting local community development projects that
foster the skill, self-reliance and self-confidence ,of ,people: livin9;, i~",. -, l

poverty and that facilitate their active participation in efforts to eradicate
poverty.':

27. Governments are urged to integrate goal'S: and targets for combating,," "
poverty into overall economic and social policies and planning at the local,
national and, where appropriate, regional levelS by:

(al Analysing policies and programmes, including .thqse ,relaeing:,tQ';
macroeconomic stability, structural adjustment programmes, taxation,
investments, employment, markets 'and all relevant sectorso! ,the economy, with
respect to their,impilct, On poverty and inequality; ilndas/I&&s! thei'%" i~t~ on

'fanlily 'well-~,'ingllnd'conditions,as well asi:li~ gender implicstion.a, ,'~

"adjust them/ as appropriate, to promote a more equitable distribution ,of,
productive assets, wealth, opportunities, income and services;

,', '", ~br,' Redesigning pUblic 'investment" policies that relate, to
infrastructure development. the management of natural resources 4t1d,hl'lll8t!."
resource development to benefit people living in poverty and that are
c6rripatiblie with the' long-term improvement of thei,r livelihood;

Ic) Ensuring that development policies benefit low-income communities
"and 'rUral -and "agricultural development; ."

Idr' Selecting. wherever possible, development, schemes,t.h4t dC?,not,,:;
diapliicelol:al::'p6pulations,; and designing an app'ropriate policylino"lega'l,
framework to compensate the displaced for their losses, to help them to
're~est'ablish"their livelihoods and to promote their recovery from social and
cultural disruption; , ,

(e), Designing and implementing' environmentalprotectlon arid reacurce
management measutes: that take "into account the needs, Of people .'1iv,;,rig, in;",
poverty and vulnerable groups in accordance with1'ogenda21 and ,'t'hl1 vadoulj
consensus', agreements, ccnvencaons "a'nd: programmelt"llf'act:ion atloptechin th,e,,:
framework, of the' follow'up of t ne ' Outcome of the' Uhi ted, Nat ions 'Conference.' on
Environment and Development; , ,
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,(fY Establishing and liItrengthening. as appropriate. mechanisms for the
coordination of efforts to .combat poverty. in collaboration with civil
society. inc:luding the private sector, and developing integrated inteisec:toral
and"intrs-g9rernmental relilponses for such purposes.

28.' peOPle~livin~ in poverty and their organizations 'should be empower~~ by:,,>' ',' ,I '. . ' , . . ',<

,',' (alInvolving them fl\lly in the setting of targets and in the design.
impl'ementation; ~nitoring and assessment of national strategies and
pro.gral!Dftesfor, pO,verty eradication ang community-based develcarr'ent. and:
ensuring that such programmes reflect the'ir priorities; ',' "

":.: (bl ,Integrating'gender concerns in the planning and, J,l!IpIementat ion of
polities and programmes for the empowerment of women;
.~ ,

(c) Ensuring that policies and programmes affecting people' living 1n
poverty respect their dignity and culture and make full use of their'
knowledge. skills and resourcefulness;

(dl
education
ec1\.1Cat ion

Strengthening education at all levels and ensuring the access to
of people living in 'poverty. in particular their access to primary
and other basic education opportunities,

(e) Encouraging and 'assisting people living in poverty to organize so
th4t their representatives can participate 'in 'economic and social ' .
pqiiCy-makingand work more effectively, with, ,g6v~~nmental. nQn-governllleritill
anc10ther relevant institutions to Obtain the serviceS andopporttiniti~~'A~hey
need; ,.;~ \'";;.- "1

lfl Placing apecial emphasis ,on c~pacity-building and ~ommunity-based

management;

(g) Educating people about their rights, the political system and the
availability of programmes.

29. There is a need to periodically' monitor. 'assess and share information on
the performance of poverty eradication 'plans ,'evaluate pol'icies to 'combat'
poverty. and promote an understanding,snd,awareness of poverty and its causes
and ,consequences. This could be done r , by Governmemtll. inter alia.' through:

", ,(a,) Devel"ping. updating and disseminating specific and agreed gender
disaggregated indicators of poverty and vulnerability, including income, \
wealth, nutrition, physical and mental health, education,literacy,fam'ily

,conditions. unemployment, social exclusion and isolation, homelessness,
landlessness and other factors. as well as indicators of the national and
inter!1ational causes underlying poverty. for this purpose, gathering"
comprehens:iy.e end comparable data, disaggregatedbY' ethniCity,. gender," ,0.;

1!isab~lities. family status. language groupings, regions and econolilic\"ndj ,

, social sectors " "',"
. ',. '"

' ..,,',

•

•
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(b) Monitoring and assessing the achievement of goals and targets
agreed to in international.:forums in the area of social development,
evaluating, quantitatively and qualitatively. changes in poverty levels., the
persistence of poverty. and vulnerability to poverty. particularly concerning
household income levels and access to resources and se~ices and assessing the
effectiveness of pO,vertY.,eradication strategies, based~:m the priorities, and,
perceptions of. househ~lds' living in poverty a'nd low-income communities; :n

(c) Strengthening international data collection and statistical systems
to suPP?rt counsries in monitoring ~ial development..goals.~nd encouraging
the expansion Of international databases to incorporate socially beneficial
activities that are not included in available data, such as women's
unremunerated work and contributions to society. the informal economy and
sustainable livelihoods;

(d) Mobilizing public awareness, in particularthr~ugh"ed~g~!tional
institutions, non-governmental organizations and the media, to enabl.e society
to prioritize the ,struggle against poverty, while focusing attention on
progress or failure in the pursuit of defined goals and targets; ,'"

'" -
(e) Mobilizing the resources of universities and research institutions

to improve the understanding of the causes of poverty and their solutions, as
well as the impact of structural adjustment measures on people living in
poverty'and the effectiveness of anti-poverty strategies and programmes,
strengthening the capacity for social science research. in developiqg~90untries
and integrating, as appropriate, the results of research into decision-making
processes;

(f) Facilitating and promoting the exchange of knowledge and
experience, especially, among developing countries, through, inter alia,
sUbregion~l and regiona~ organizations.

" ;.

• -j ~,'

30. Members of the international community should. bilaterally or through.
multilateral organizations, foster an enabling environment for poverty
eradication by:

(a) Coo~dinatin9 policies and programmes to support the measures being
taken. in. the: deveJ9ping cqlJntries, particularly in Africa and tOe"least
developed' countries, to eradicate pove~ty. provide remunerative '~ork and
strengthen .social integration in order to meet basic social development goals
and t srge.tJ;j ; , , '

.(b):Pr~m6tin~ iriternational cooperation, to assist developing count-r i es,
at their~~qii~,S.;l :in'i,thei>; effon,l'. >in particular at the ,collll1lunity leveL.. ,
towards, achielf;ing,,, gende:i,"equali ty and the empowerment of women; 81 ill.

(c) Strengthening the capacities of developing countries to monitor the
progress, of, ,nationalpoverty-eradicatlon plans and :to"asllUs the, 'lRIpact of
national and international;policies and programmesb·n,peoPleliving".~n poverty
and address'tOeir"neg/1-tive impacts; ".',' " " " '
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,,(d) Strengthiming, ,the, capacity of countries with economies' in transition
to de:';'elop their 'sdcialllrot;ectionsyst;ems "and social policies for,

,inter alia, the reductiori of poverty; ,

(e) Addressing the special needs of small islan~,developingStates with
respect to eradicatingpdverty and meeting poverty eradication goals and'
targets, within the context of social development progtammes that ,reflect
their' national' pridrities;

(f) Addressing the! problems fa:c;:ed by the land-lo,c~edWelOping
coul'l,tr1es in eradicatingp,overty and suppcrting their ,l!t",for,ta aimed. at social
development;

I:.,

(g) Supporting societies disrupted by conflict in their efforts to
rebuild their social protection systems and eradicate poverty.

B. Improyld'satss to productive resQurces ,arid inftastructyre

31. The opportunities for income generation, diversificatiol'l of activities
and increase of prOductivity in low-income and poor co~unities should be
e,nhanced by:

(a) I~rovihg the availability and accessibility of transportation,
communication •. po",'r Sl'ld energy services ,at the local or conilnunity level, in
particular for isotated, remote and marginalized communities;

(bl Ensuring that investments in infrastructure support sustainable'
development at, the local or community levels;

(c) Emphasi~ing ,the need for developing countries that are heavily
dependent on primary commodities to continue to promote ,a do~estic policy and
an institutional environment that encourage diversification and enhance
cC1rnp,et;.i t i,veness;

(d) supporting the importance of commodity diversification as a means t,o
increase the export revenues of developing countries and to improve their
competitivenell-s in the face of the persistent instabil,ity in the price of some
primarycommoditie, aQd, the general deterioration in the terms of trade;

(e) Promoting, inclUding by micro-enterprises, rural non-farm'
pruduction and serVice attivities, such as agro-processing, sales and services
of agricultural equipment and inputs, irrigation, credit services and other
income-generating ,activities through. inter alia, supportive laws and
administrative mea~ures, credlt policies and technical and administrative
training; ,,; .'

(f) Strength_ning ~nd improving financial and teehnical 'assistance for
community-based ,d.eV~l,ppl)lI!l)Jlv.and self -help programmes. and strengthening,
cooperation ,among,G~j!roments, community ,organizations • cooperatives, ,formal
and infor~~! banking in~tit~ticns, private enterprises and international
agencies, with ,the aim of mobilizing local savings, promoting the creation of
local financial networks and increasing the availability of credit and market

•
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information to small entrepreneurs, small farmers. and other low-income
self"employed workers, with particular efforts to ensure. the availability of

. .
such services to women;

(g) Strengthening organizations of small farmers, landless tenants and
labourers, other small producers, fisherfolk, community-based and'workers'
cooperatives~ especially those run by women, in order to, inter alia, improve
market access and increase productivity, provide inputs and technical advice,
promote cooperation in production and marketing operations, and strengthen
participation in the planning and imPlementation of rural de~lopment;

:

(n) Promoting national and international assistance in prOViding
econumically viable alternatives for social groups, especially farmers
involved in the cultivation and processing of crops used for the illegal drug
trade;

(1) Improving the compet i t i veness of natural products with. environmental
advantages and the impact that this could have on promoting sustainable
consumption and production patterns, and strengthening and improving financial
and technical assistance to the developing countries for research and
development of such products;

(j) Promoting comprehensive rural development, including by land reform,
land improvement and economic diversification;

(kl Economic opportunities for rural women should be improved through
the elimination of legal, social, cultural and practical obstacles to ~omen's

participation in economic activities and ensuring that women have equal access
to productive resources.

32. Rural poverty should be addressed by:

(a) Expanding and improving land ownership through such measures as
land reform and improving the security of land tenure, and ensuring the equal
right of women and men in this respect, developing new agricultural land,
promoting fair land rents, making lanP transfers more efficient and fair, and
adjudicating land disputes;

(b) Promoting fair wages and improving the conditions of agricultural
labour. and increasing the access of small farmers to water, credit, extension
services and appropriate technology, including for women, persons ~ith

disabilities and vulnerable groups on the basis of equality;

Ic) Strengthening measures and actions designed to improve the social,
economic and living conditions in rural areas and thereby discouraging rural
exodus;

(d) Promoting opportunities for small farmers and other agricultural.
forestry and fishery workers on terms that respect sustainable development;

Ie) Improving access to markets and market information in order to
enable small producers to obtain better prices for their products and pay
better prices for the materials they need;
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(f) Protecting, within the national context" the traditional rights to
, land and other resources of pasto'r'alists, fishery workers and nomadic and,

indigenous people, and strengthening land management in the areas of pastoral
or nomadic activity, building on traditional communal practices, controlling
encroachment by others, and developing improved systems of range management
and access to water, markets. credit, animal production, veterinary services,
health including health services, eaucation and information;

(g) Promoting education, research and development on farming systems
and smallholder cultivation and anima~husbandry techniques, ~rticularly in
environmentally fragile areas, building on local and traditional practices of
sustainable agriculture and taking particular advantage of women's knowledge;

(hI' Strengthening agricultural training and extension services to
promote a more effective use of existing technologies and indigenous knowledge
systems and to disseminate new technologies in order to reach both men and
women farmers and other agricultural workers, including through the hiring of
more women as extension workers,

(i) Promoting infrastructural and institutional investment in
small-scale farming in resource-poor regions so that small-scale farmers can
fully explore market opportunities, within the context of liberalization.

33. Access to credit by small rural or urban producers, landless farmers and
other people with low or no income should be substantially improved, with
special attention to the needs of women and disadvantaged ,and vulnerable
groups, by:

(a) Reviewing national legal, regulatory and institutional frameworks
that restrict the access of people living in poverty, especially women, to
credit on reasonable terms;

(6t "Promoting realistic targets for access to affordable credit, where
apprbpriate; "

(c) Providing incentives for improving access to and strengthening the
capacltles of the organized credit system to deliver credit and related
services to people living in poverty and vulnerable groups;

(d)

networks,
equitable

Expanding financial networks, building on existing community
promoting attractive opportunities for savings and ensuring
access to credit at the local level.

34. Urban poverty should further be addressed by:

(a) Promoting and strengthening micro-enterprises, new small
businesses, cooperative enterprises, and expanded market and other employment
opportunities and, where appropriate, facilitating the transition from the
informal to the formal sector;

.... ':~ • ",!
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(b) Promoting sustainable livelihoods for people living in urban
poverty through the provision or expansion of access to training, education
and other employment assistance services, in particular for women, youth, the
unemployed and the underemployed;

(c) Promoting public and private investments to improve for the
deprived the overall human environment and infrastructure, in particular
housing, "rater and sanitation, :and public transportation;'!

(d) . Insuring that· strategies, for shelter give,specia~ttention~o

women and children, bearing in mind the perspectives of women in the'
development of such strategies;

(e) Promoting social and other essentia~ services, including, where
necessary, assistance for people ,to move to areas that offer better employment
opportunities, housing, education, health and other social services;

(f) Ensuring safety through effective criminal justice administration
and protective measures that are responsive to the needs and concerns of the
community;

(g) Strengthening the role and expanding the means of municipal
authorities, non-governmental organizations, universities and ot~er

educational institutions, businesses and community organizations, :enabling
them to be more actively involved in urban planning, policy development and
implementation;

(hl Ensuring that special measures are taken to protect the d1splaced,
the homeless, street children, unaccompanied minors and children in special
and difficult circumstances, orphans, adolescents and single mothers, people
with disabilities, and older persons. and to ensure that they are integrated
into their'communities.

C. Meeting. the basic hUman needs. Qf all

35. Governments, in partnership with all other development actors, in
particular organizations of and people living in poverty, should cooperate to
meet the basic human needs of all. including people living in poverty and
Vulnerable gr.bups, by:

(a)

efforts to
groups;

Ensuring universal-access to basic s~cial servic,~, with particular
facilitate access by people living in poverty an«(Vuinerable

(bl Creating public awareness that the satisfaction of basic human
needs is an essencial ,element of .poverty reduction; these, needs are closely
interrelated and comprise nutrition, health, water and sari'itat,i'on, education,
employment, housing and participation in cultural and social life;

: 1

".~~ : i:
".t : ,
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,{c) En$~ring f~ll and equal access to social service$. especially
education. legal services and health-care services for ~omen of all ages and
children. recognizing the rights. duties and responsibilities of parents ,and
other persons legally responsible for children. and consistent with the '
Convention on the Rights of the Child;

'(d) Ensuring that due prrorLt.y is given and adequate, resources made
available. at the national, regional and international levels. to combat the
threat to individual and public health posed by the rapid spread of HIV/AIDS
globaHy, and by there-emergence .of.• major diseases, suc,has llfberculosis.
malaria. onchocerciasis (river blindness) and diarrhoeal, diseases. in
particular cholera;

(el Taking particular actions to enhance the productive capacities of
indigenous people. ensuring their full and equal access to social services and
their participation in the elaboration and implementation of policies.that
affect their development, with full respect for their cultures, languages.

,traditions and forms of social organizations. as well as their own
initiatives;

{fl Providing appropriate social services to enable vulnerable people
and people ,living in poverty to improve their lives. to exercise their rights
and to participate fully in all social. economic and political activities and
to contribute to social and economic development;

(g) Recognizing that improving people's health is inseparably linked to
sound environment;

(hi Ensuring physical access to all basic ~ocial services for persons
who are older. disabled or homebound;

(il Ensuring that people living in poverty have full and equal access
to justice. including knowledge of their rights and. as appropriate. through
the provision of free legal assistance. The legal system should be made more
sensitive and responsive to the needs and special circumstances of vulnerable
and disadvantaged groups in order to ensure a strong and independent
administration of justice; ,

{jl Promoting full restorative services. in particular for those who
require institutional care or are homebound, and a comprehensive array of
community-based. long-term care services for those facing loss of
independence.

36. Governments should implement the commitments that have been made to meet
the basic needs of all. with assistance from the irternational community
consistent with chapter V,of the present Programme of Action. including.,
inter alia~ the following: . ~ - ...~ ,

tal By the year 2000. universal access to basic education and
completion of primary education by at least 80 per cent of primary scheel-age
children; closing the gender gap in primary and secondary school education by
the year 2005; universal primary education in all countries before the
year 2015;
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(b) By the year 2000, life expectancy will not be le8s than 60 years in
any country;

lc) By the year 2000, reduction of mortality rates of infants and
children under five years of .•age by one third of the 1990 level, or SO, to 70
per 1,000 live births, whichever is less: by the year 2015, aim to achieve. an
infant mortality rate below 35 per 1.000 live births and an under-five
mortality rate below 45 per 1,000:

(d) By the year 2000, a redu~tion in maternal mortal~y by one half of
the 1990 level; by the year 2015, a further reduction by one half,

(el Achieving food security by ensuring a safe and nutritionally
adequate food' supply, at both the national and international levels, a
reasonable degree of stability in the supply of food, as well as phy.ical,
social and economic access to enough food for all, while reaffirming that food
should not be used as a tool for political pressure;

(f) By the year 2000, a reduction of severe and moderate malnutrition
among children under five years of age by half of the 1990 level;

(g)

of health
life, and

By the year 2000, attainment by all peoples of the world of a level
that will permit them to lead a socially and economically productive
to this end, ensuring primary health Care for all,

(h) Make accessible through the primary health-care system reproductive.
health to all individuals of appropriate ages as soon as possible and no later
than the year 2015, in accordance with the Programme of Action of the
International Conference 6n Population and Development, and taking. into
account the reservations and declarations made at that Conference, especially
those concerning the need for parental guidance and parental responsibility,

(i) Strengthening efforts and increasing commitments with the aim, by
the year 2000, of reducing malaria mortality and morbidity by at least
20 per cent compared to 1995 levels in at least 75 per cent of affectec!":>.
countries, as well as reducing social and economic losses due to ma14ria in
the developing countries, especialiy in Africa, where the overwhelming
majority both of cases and of deaths occur;

(j) By the year 2000, to eradicate, eliminate or contro l major diseases
constituting global health problems, in accordance with paragraph 6.12 of
Agenda 21;

(kl RedUCing the adult illiteracy rate - the appropriate age group to
be determined in each country - to at least half its 1990 level, with an
emphasis on female literacy. Achieving universal access to quality education,
with particular priority being given to primary and technicaleducatian and
job training, combating illiteracy and eliminaHng gender ,disparities in
access to, retention in, and support for, education;

(11 Providing, on a sustainable basis, access to safe drinking water in
sufficient quantities and proper sanitation for all;
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(m) Imp~oving the availability of affClrdable and adequate shelter for
all, in accordance with the Global Strategy for Shelte~ to the Year 2000;

(n), Monitoring the implementation of those commitments at the highest
appropriate level and considering the possibility of expediting their
implementation th~ough the dissemination of sufficient and accurate
statistical data and approp~iate indicators.

37. Access to social services for people living in
g~oups should be imp~oved th~ough:

poverty and

tt

vulnerable

(a) Facilitating access and improving the quality of education for
people living in pove~ty by establishing schools in unserved areas, providing
social services, such as meals and health ca~e, as incentives for families in
poverty to keep child~en in school, and improving the quality of schools in
low-income communities;

(bl Expanding and improving opportunities for continuing education and
training by means of public and private initiatives and,non-formal education
in orde~ to improve opportunities for people living in pove~ty, including
people with disabilities, and in order to develop the skills and knowledge
that they need to better their conditions and livelihoods; '.

Ic) Expanding and improving preschool education, formal and non-formal.
including through new learning technologies, radio and television, to overcome
some of the disadvantages faced by young children growing up in poverty;

•
(d) Ensuring that people living in poverty and low-income communities

have access to quality health care, including primary health-care services, ..
consistent with the Programme of Action of the International Conference on
PopulatiOn and Development, free of charge or at affordable rates;

(el Promoting cooperation among government agencies, health-care
workers, non-governmental organizations, ~omen's organizations and other
institutions of civil society in order to develop a comprehensive national
strategy for improving' r eproduct i ve health care and child health-care services
and ensuring that people living in poverty have full access to those services.
including, inter alia, education and services on family planning, safe
motherhood and prenatal and postnatal care. and the benefits of
breast-feeding. consistent with the Programme of Action of the International
Conference on Population and Development.

If) Encouraging health-care workers to work in low-income communities
and rural areas. and providing outreach services to make health care available
to otherwise unserved areas, recognizing that investing in a primary
health-care system that ensures prevention, treatment and rehabilitation for
all individuals is an effective means of promoting social and economic
development as well as broad participation in society.
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D..,EnngncMsocial orotection and reduced vulnerability
, , "}

38. Social pr9(ection systems should be based on legislation and; as
appropI-iate, strengthened and expanded, as nE;,cessary, in order to protect from
poverty people who'cannot' find work; people who cannot work due to sickness.
disability, old age or maternity, or to their caring for children and sick or
older relatives; families 'that have lost a breadwinner throughcteath or
marital breakup, and people who have lost their livelihoods due to natural
disasters or civil violence', wars or forced displacement. Due at t-ent i.on
should be given to people affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic'f Actions, to this
end should include:

(a) ,Strengtheninq('and expanding programmes targeted to those in need,
programmes 'providing universal basic protection, and social security insurance
programmes, with the choice of programmes depending on national financial and
administrative capacities,

(b) Developing, where necessary, a strategy for'a gradual expansion of
social protection programmes that provide social security for all. according
to a schedule and terms,and conditions related to national contexts;

(c) Ensuring that social safety nets associated with economic
restructuring are considered as complementary strategies to overall poverty
reduction and an increase in productive employment. Shortcerm by nature,
sa'fety nets rr¥st protect people living in poverty and enable them to find'"
productive employment;

(d) D~?igning social protection and support programmes to help people
become self-sufficient as fully and quickly as possible. to assist and protect
families. to reintegrate people excluded from economic activity and to prevent
the social isolation or stigmatization of those who need protection,

(e) Exploring a variety of means for raising revenues to strengthen
social protectron programmes, and promoting efforts by the'Oprivate sector and
voluntary associations to provide social protection and support,

tf) Promoting the innovative efforts of self-help organizations.
professional associations and other organizations of civil society in this
sphere, '

(g) Expanding and strengthening social protection programmes to protect
working people. including the self-employed and their families. from the risk
of falling into poverty, by extending coverage to as many as possible.
providing benefits quickly and ensuring that entitlements' 'continue' when
workers change jobs,

(h) Ensuring, through appropriate "regulation. that contributory social
protection plans are efficient and transparent so that the contributions of
workers, ell\Ployers and the State and the:accumulation of re'iiources can be

'''.mcnf t.cred b:/ th~ par t LcIpcnz s ,

(i) Ensuring an adequate social safety net under structural adjustment
programmes,
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(j) Ensuring that social protection and social support programmes meet
the needs of women and, especially that they take into account women's

·multiple·roles and concerns, in particular their reintegration into formal
work after periods of absence, support for older women, and the promotion of
acceptance of women's multiple roles and responsibilities.

39. Particular efforts should be made to protect children and youth by:

(a) Promoting family stability and supporting families in providing
mutual support, including in their rOle as nurturers and edu~tors of
children; •

(b) Promoting social support, including good quality child care and
working conditions that allow both parents to reconcile parenthood with
working life,

(c) Supporting and involving family organizations and networks in
community activities;

(d) Taking the necessary legislative, administrative, social and
educational measures to protect and promote the rights of the child, with
particular attention to the girl child;

(e) .Improving the situation and protecting the rights of children in
especially difficult circumstances, including in areas of armed conflict,
children who lack adequate family support, inclUding urban street children,
abandoned children, children with disabilities, children addicted to narcotic
drugs, children affected by war or natural and man-made disasters,
unaccompanied minor refugee children, working children and children who are
economically and sexually exploited or abused, including the victims of the.
sale and trafficking of children; and ensuring that they have access to food,
shelter, education and health care and are protected from abuse and violence,
as well as provided with the necessary social and psychological assistance for
their healthy reintegration into society, family reunification consistent with
the Convention on the Rights of the Child. and substituting education for
child work;

(f) Developing and strengthening programmes targeted at youth living in
poverty in order to enhance their economic, educational, social and cultural
opportunities, to promote constructive social relations among them and to
provide them with connections outside their communities to break the
intergenerational cycle of poverty,

(g) AddreSSing the special needs of indigenous children and their
families, particularly those living in poor areas, enabling them to benefit
adequately from economic and social development programmes, with full respect
for their cultures, languages and traditions;

(h) ImprOVing the condition of the single parent in society and
ensuring that single-parent families and female-headed or female-maintained
households receive the social support they need, including support for
adequate housing and child care.
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40. Particular efforts should be made to protect older persons, including
those with disabilities, by,

(a) Strengthening family support systems;

(b) Improving the situation of older persons, in particular in cases
where they lack adequate family support, including rural older persons,
working older persons, those affected by armed conflicts and natural or
man-ma~ disasterS, and those who are exploited, physically or psychologically
neglect'ei:l, or abused; rt

lc) Ensuring that older persons are able to meet their basic human
needs through access to social services and social security, that those in
need are'assisted, that older persons are protected from abuse- and violence,
and are ~reated as a resource and not a burden;

.-,'.

(dl Providing assistance to grandparents who have been required to
assume responsibility for children, particularly of parents who are affecced
by seriotls diseases, including AIDS or leprosy, or others who are unable to
care for their dependants;

(e) Creating a financial environment that encourages people to save for
their old age;

(f) Strengthening measures and mechanisms to ensure that retired
workers do not fall into poverty, taking into account their contribution to
-the development of their countries;

(g) Encouraging and supporting cross-generational participation in
policy and programme development and in decision-making bodies at all levels.

41. People and communities should be protected from impoverishment and long
term displacement and exclusion resulting from disasters through the following
actions at the national and international levels. as appropriate:

(a) Designing effective mechanisms to reduce the impact and to mitigate
the effects of natural disasters. such as droughts, earthquakes, cyclones and
floods;

(b) Developing long-term strategies and contingency plans for the
effective mitigation of natural disasters and for famine, including early
warning, assessment, information dissemination and management. as well as
rapid response strategies, that ensure the quick evolution of relief
activities into rehabilitation and development;

(c) Developing complementary mechanisms that integrate governmental,
intergovernmental and non-governmental efforts, including the establishment of
national volunteer corps to support United Nations activities in the areas of
humanitarian emergency assistance, as well as mechanisms to promote a smooth
trausiticn f~om relief to rehabilitation, reconstruction and development. in
accordance with General Assembly resolutions 46/182 and 49/139 B;
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(d) Developing and strengthening emergency food reserves as a means to
prevent acute food shortages and stabilize prices,.with facilities for food
storage, transportation and distribution during emergencies, making full use
of traditional and market mechanisms;

(e) In disaster-prone areas and in cooperation with community-based
organizations, developing drought and flood mitigation agronomic practices and
resource conservation and infrastructure building programmes, using food-for
work, where appropriate, and incorporating traditional disaster-response
practices, which can be rapidly expanded into emergency empl~ent and

. rebuilding programmes in disaster situations; •

(f) Establishing the necessary planning and logistical mechanisms to
enable quick and effective response in disaster sttuations to provide food,
psychological and social care, medicines, medical supplies and other relief to

·victims, especially women and children, and ensuring that the relief is
effectively targeted to those who need it; anqchannell1ng and organizing
disaster assistance so as to regenerate the lbcai economy and support resource
protection and development efforts; .

(g) Mobilizing and coordinating regional and international assistance.
including assistance from the United Nations system, and from non-governmental
organizations. to support the actions of Governments and communities .
confronting disaster situations;

(h) Reducing vulnerability to natural disasters through the development
of early warning systems.
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1. At the 4th meeting, Qn 9 March, the Main CQmmittee apprQved chapter III
Qf the draft prQgramme of actiQn and recQmmended it tQ the plenary for
adoptiQn. Statements were made by the representatives Qf the United States
Qf America and Australia.

2. The text Qf chapter III reads as follows:

Chapter III

THE EXPANSION OF PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT AND THE
REDUCTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Basis for action 'and gbjectives

42. Productive wQrkand emplQyment are central elements Qf develQpment as
well as decisive elements of human identity. Sustained eCQnQmic grQwth and
sustainable develQpment as well as the expansion Qf productive emplQyment
should go hand in hand. FUll and adequately and apprQpriately remunerated
emplQyment is an effective methQd of cQmbating PQverty and promoting sQcial
integratiQn. The gQal of full emo l oymenr requires that. the State, the social
partners and all the Qther parts Qf civil sQciety at all levels cOQperate tQ
create cQnditiQns that enable everYQne tQ participate in and benefit frQm
productive wQrk. In. a. wQrld of increasing globalizatiQn and interdependence
among co~ntries. natiQnal.effQrts need tQ be buttressed by internatiQnal
cQoperatiQn.

43. Globalization and rapid technolQgical develQpment give rise to
increased labour mQbility, bringing new employment Qpportunities as well as
new uncertainties. There has been an increase in part-time, casual and Qther
fQrms Qf atypical emplQyment. In additiQn to requiring the creation Qf new
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employment opportunities on an unprecedented scale, such an environment calls
for expanded efforts to enhance human resources development for sustainable
development by, inter alia, enhancing the knowledge and skills necessary for
people, particularly for women and youth, to work productively and adapt to
changing requirements.

44. In many developed countries, growth in employment is currently great in
small and medium-sized enterprises and in self-employment. In many developing
countries, informal sector activities are often the leading source. of
employment opportunities for peoPle with limited access to formal-sector wage
employment, in particular for women. The removal of obstacles to the
operation of such enterprises and the provision of support for their creation
and expansion must be accompanied by protection of the basic rights, health
and safety of workers and the progressive improvement of overall working
conditions, together with the strengthening of efforts to make some
enterprises part of the formal sector.

45. While all groups can benefit from more employment opportunities, specific
needs and changing demographic patterns and trends call for appropriate
measures. Particular efforts by the public and private sectors are required
in all spheres of employment policy to ensure gender equality, equal
opportunity and non-discrimination on the basis of race/ethnic group,
religion, age, health, disability and with full respect for applicable
international instruments. Special attention must alsd'be paid to the needs
of groups who face particular disadvantage in their 'eccess to the labour
market so as to ensure their integration into productive activities, including
through the promotion of effective support mechanisms.

46. Much unremunerated productive work, such as caring for children and older
persons, producing and preparing food for the family, protecting the
environment ,and prOViding voluntary assistance to vulnerable and disadvantaged
individuals and groups, is of great social importance. Worldwide, most of
this work is done by women who often face the doubie burden of remunerated and
unremunerated work. Efforts are needed to aoknowledqe the social and economic
importance and value of unremunerated work, to facilitate labour-force
participation in combination with such work through flexible working
arrangements, encouraging voluntary social activities as·well as broadening
the very conception of productive work. and to accord social recognition for
such work, including by developing methods for reflecting its value in
quantitative terms for possible reflection in accounts that may be produced
separately from but consistent with core national accounts.

47. There is therefore an urgent need, in the overall context of promoting
sustained economic growth and sustainable development, for:

• Placing the creation of employment at the centre of national
strategies and policies, with the full participation of employers
and trade unions and other parts of civil society;

• Policies to expand work opportunities and increase productivity in
both rural and urban sectors;

•
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-Education and training that enable workers and entrepreneurs to
adapt .~~·"changing technologies and economic conditions;

• Quality jobs. with full
defined by relevant ILO

,.".. ;', '

respect for the basic rights of workers as
and. other international instruments;-.

• Giving special priority, in the design of policies. to the problems
of structural, long-term unemployment and underemployment of youth,
women, persons with disabilities and all other disadvantaged groups
and individ~a1s;

• Empowerment of women, gender balance in decision-making processes
at all levels and gender analysis in policy development to ensure
equal employment opportunities and wage rates for women and to
enhance harmonious and mutually beneficial partnerships between
women and men in sharing family and employment responsibilities;

• Empowerment of members of vulnerable and disadvantaged groups,
including through the provision of education and training;

• A broader recognition and understanding of work and employment and
greater flexibility in working time arrangements for both men and
women.

Actions

A. The.' 'centrality af employment in policy formulation

48. Placing the expansion of productive employment at the centre of'
sustainable development strategies and economic and soci~l policies requires:

(a) Promoting and pursuing active policies for full, productive,
appropriately remunerated and freely chosen employment;

(b) Giving .priority at the national and international levels to the
policies that can address the problems of unemployment and underemployment.

49. Minimizing the negative impact on jobs of measures for macroeconomic
stability requires:

(a) Pursuing the coordination of macroeconomic policies so that they
are mutually reinforcing and conducive to broad-based and sustained economic
growth·andsuSlOainable development, as well as substantial increases in
productrve employment. expans acr. and a decline in uriemp Loyment; worldwide;

(b)

long-term
Giving priority to programmes that most dire~~lY promote viable and

job growth when budgetary adjustments are required;

• (t<) ·"'·'R-emoving structural constraints to economic growth and employment
creation as", a part oE stabil ization policies;
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(d) Enabling competing claims on resources to be resolved in a .
non-inflationary manner through the development and use of sound industrial
relations systems;

(e) Monitoring, analysing and disseminating information on the impact
of trade and investment liberalization on· the economy, especially on
employment;

(f)
and their
trends;

Exchanging information on different employment promotion measures
consequences, and monitoring the development of global employment

(g) Establishing appropriate social safety mechanisms to m1n1m1ze the
adverse effects of structural adjustment, stabilization or reform programmes
on the work force, especially the vulnerable, and for those who lose their
jobs, creating conditions for their re-entry through, inter alia, continuing
education and retraining.

50. Promoting patterns of economic growth that maximize employment creation
requires:

(a) Encouraging, as appropriate, labour-intensive investments in
economic and social infrastructure that use local resources and create,
maintain and rehabilitate community assets in both rural and urban areas;

(b) Promoting technological innovations and industrial policies that
have the potential to stimulate short and long-term employment creation and to
consider their impact on vulnerable and disadvantaged groups,

(c) Giving developing countries the capacity to select specific and
suitable technologies;

(d) Providing technical assistance and expanded transfer of technology
to developing countries to integrate technology and employment policies with
other social objectives, and to establish and strengthen national and local
technology institutions;

(e)

transition
adaptation

Encouraging the realization in the countries with economies in
of programmes for on-the-job personnel training, facilitating their
to market-oriented reforms and reducing mass unemployment;

(f) Promoting mutually supportive improvements in rural farm and
non-farm prOduction, including a~imal husbandry, forestry, fisheries and
agro-processing industries, aiming to expand and diversify environmentally
sound, sustained economic activity and productive employment in the rural
sector;

(g) Encouraging community economic development strategies that build on
partnerships among Governments and members of civil society to create jobs and
address the social circumstances of individuals, families and communities;

(hl Introducing sound policies to mobilize savings and stimulate
investment in capital-short areas;
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[i) Maximi~ing the job creation potential inherent in Agenda 21 through
the conservation and management of natural resources, the promotion of
alternative livelihoods in fragile ecosystems, and the rehabilitation and
regeneration of critically affected and vulnerable land areas and natural
resources;

(j) Encouraging the utilization of renewable energy, based on local'
employment-intensive resources, in particular in rural areas.

51. Enhancing opportunities for the creation and gro~thof p~ivate-sector

enterprises that 'would generate additional employment requires:. . , .'

(a) Removing obstacles faced by small and medium-sized enterprises and
easing regulations that discourage private initiative,

(b) Facilitating access by small and medium-sized enterprises to
credit, national and international markets, management training and
technological information,

(c) ,~acilitating arrangements between large and small enterprises, such
as subcontracting programmes, with full respect for workers' rights,

(dl Improving opportunities and working conditions for women and youth
entrepreneurs by eliminating discrimination in access to credit, productive
resources and sor-ial security protection, and providing and increasing, as
appropriate, family benefits and social support, such as health care and child
carej

(e) Promoting, supporting and establishing legal frameworks to foster
the development of cooperative enterprises, and encouraging them to mobilize
capital, develop innovative lending programmes and promote entrepreneurship;

(f) Assisting informal sectors and local enterprises to become more
productive and progressively integrated iuto the formal economy through access
to affor~le credit, information, wider markets, new technology and
appropriate 'technological and management skills, opportunities to' 'upgrade
technical and management skills, and improved premises and other physical
infrastructure, as well as by progressively extending labour standards and
social prote~tion without destroying the ability of informal sectors to
generate employment;

(g) Promoting the creation and development of independent
organizations, such as chambers and other associations or self-help
institutions cfsmall formal and informal enterprises;

(h) Facilitating the expansion of the training and employment
generating opportunities of industries.

B.. Bducation, t~~ining and labQ~r policies
.,',

52. Facili"acing people's access to, product i ve empLoyment; in, today' s ,r.apidly
changing,glob"l environment and developing better,quality jops requires:
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(a) Establishing well-defined educational priorities and investing
effectively in education and training systems;

(b) Introducing new and revitalized partnerships between education and
other government departments, including labour, and communications and
partnerships between Governments and non-governmental organizations, the
private sector, local communities, religious groups and families;

(c) Ensuring broad basic education, especially literacy, and promoting
general education, including the ana.lytical and critical thinking that is
~ssential to improve learning skills. This is the foundation for acquiring
specialized skills and for renewing, adapting and upgrading them rapidly to
facilitate horizontal and vertical occupational mobility;

(d) Promoting the active participation of youth and adult learners in
the design of literacy campaigns, education and training programmes to ensure
that the labour force and sc~ial realities of diverse groups are .taken into
account;

(el Promoting lifelong learning to ensure that education and training
programmes respond to changes in the economy, provide full and equal access to
training opportunities, secure the access of women to training programmes,
offer incentives for public and private sectors to provide, and for workers to
acquire, training on a ':ontinuous basis, and stimulate entrepreneurial skills;

(f) Encouraging and supporting through technical assistance programmes,
including those of the United Nations system, well-designed and adaptable
vocational training and apprenticeship programmes to enhance productivity and
productive employment;

(g) Promoting and strengthening training programmes for the employment
of new entrants to the job market and retraining programmes for displaced and
retrenched workers;

(h) Developing an enhanced capacity for research and knowledge
dissemination by. encouraging national and international exchanges of
information on innovative models and best practices;

(i) Developing, in the area of vocational and continuing education,
innovative methods of teaching and learning, inclUding interactive
technologies and inductive methods involving close coordination between
working experience.and training.

53. Helping workers to adapt and to enhance their employment opportunities
under changing economic conditions requires:

(a) Designing, developing, implementing, analysing and monitoring
active labour policies to stimulate the demand for labour in order to ensure
that the burden of indirect labour costs on employers does not constitute a
disincentive to hiring workers, identifying skill shortages and surpluses,
providing vocational gui4ance and counselling services and active help in job
searches, promoting occupational choice and mobility, offering advisory
services and support to enterprises, particularly small enterprises, for the

•

,
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more effective use and development of their work force, and establishing
institutions and processes that prevent all forms of discrimination and.
improve the employment opportunities of groups that are vulnerable and
disadvantaged;

(bl Impr9ving employment opportunities and increasing ways and means of
helping youth and persons with disabilities to develop the skills they need to
enable them to find employment;

(c) Promoting access by women and girls to traditionally male-dominated
occupatior;1s;

(d) Developing strategies to address the needs of people engaged in
various forms of atypical employment;

(e) promoting labour mobility, retraining and maintenance of adequate
levels of social protection to facilitate worker redeployment when there is
phasing out of production or closure of an enterprise, giving special
attention to vulnerable and disadvantaged groups;

(f) Facilitating the integration or reintegration of women into the
work force by developing adequate child care, care for older persons and other
support services and facilities;

(g) Encouraging cooperation between employers and workers to prepare
for the introduction of new technologies and to plan for their employment
effects as far in advance as possible, while ensuring adequate protection and
adjustment;

(h) Strengthening public and private employment services to assist
workers to adapt to changing job markets and provide social safety mechanisms,
occupational guidance, employment and job search counselling, training,
placement, apprenticeships and the sharing of information;

(i) Strengthening labour market information systems, particularly the
development of appropriate data and indicators on employment, underemployment,
unemployment ,and earnings, as well as dissemination of information concerning
labour markets, includlng,.as far as possible, work situations outside formal
markets. All such data should be disaggregated by gender in order to monitor
the status of women relative 'to men.

C. Enhanced quality of work and employment

54. Governments should enhance the quality of work and employment by:

(a) Observing and fully implementing the human rights obligations that
they have assumed;

(b) safeguarding and promoting respect for basic workers' rights,
inclUding the prOhibition of forced labour and child labour, freedom of
association and the right to organize and bargain collectively, equal
remuneration for men and women for work of equal value, and non-discrimination
in employment, and fully implementing the conv~ntions of the International
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Labour Organization in the case of States party to those conventions and
taking into account the principles embodied in~hose conventions in the case
of those countries that are not States party to'thus achieve truly sustained
economic growth and sustainable development;

(c) Strongly considering ratification and full implementation of ILO
conventions in these areas, as well as those relating to the employment rights
of minors, women, youth, persons with disabilities and indigenous people;

(d) Using existing international labour standards to guide the
formulation of national labour legislation and policies;

(e) Promoting the role of the ILO, particularly as regards improving
the level of employment and the quality of work;

(f) Encouraging, where appropriate, employers and workers to consider
ways and means for enhancing the sharing of workers in the profits of
enterprises and promoting cooperation between workers and employers in the
decisions of enterprises.

55.: .To achieve a healthy and safe working environment, remove exploitation,
abolish child labour, raise productivity and enhance the quality of life
requires:

(a) Developing and implementing policies designed to promote improved
working conditions, including health and safety conditions;

(b) Improving health policies that reduce, with a view to eliminating,
environmental health hazards and provide for occupational health and safety,
in conformity with the relevant conventions providing informal sector
enterprises and all workers with .accessible information and guidance on. how to
enhance occupational safety and to. reduce health risks;

Icl Promoting, in accordance with national laws and regulations, sound
labour relations based on tripartite cooperation and full respect for the
freedom of association and the right to organize and bargain collectively;

(dl Setting specific target dates for eliminating all forms of child
labour that are contrary to accepted international standards and ensuring the
full enforcement of relevant existing laws, and, where appropriate, enacting
the legislation necessary to implement the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, and ILO standards, ensuring the protection of working children, in
particular of street children, t.1rough the provision of appropriate health.
education and other socia,l services;

(e) Designing labour policies and programmes to help eradicate family
poverty, which is a main cause of child labour, eliminating child labour and
encouraging parents to send their children to school through, inter alia, the
provision of social services and other incentives;

(fl Establishing policies and programmes to protect workers, especially
women, from sexual harassment and violence;
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(g) Encouraging incentives to public and private enterprises to
develop, transfer ,and adopt technologies and know-how that impl"ove the working
environmen't, ennance:occupational safety and reduce, with a view to
eliminating,' liealthrisks.

56. The full participation of women in the labour market and their equal
access to employment opportunities require:

,r, .
(a)

basis for
eLi.mi.nat.e

Estabi'ishing the principle of equality between men and women as a
employment policy and promoting gender sensitivity training to
prejudice against the employment of women;

(b) Eliminating gender discrimination, including by taking positive
action, where appropriate, in hiring, wages, access to credit, benefits,
promotion, training, career development, job assignment, working conditions,
job security and social security benefits;

(c) Improving women's access to technologies that facilitate their
occupatibnal and domestic work, encourage self-support, generate income,
transform gender-prescribed roles within the productive process and enable
them to move out of stereotyped, low-paying jobs;

(d) Changing those po Ldc i.es and attitudes that reinforce the division
of labour based on 'gender, and providing institutional support, such as social
protection for maternity, parental leave, technologies that facilitate the
sharing and reduce the burden of domestic chores, and flexible working
arrang~ments, including parental voluntary part-time employment and
work-sharing as well as accessible and affordable quality child-care
facilities, to enable working parents to reconcile work with family
responsibilities, paying particular attention to the needs of single-parent
households;

'(e)' Encouraging men to take an active part in all areas of family and
household 'responsibilities, including the sharing of child-rearing and
housework.

. D. Enhanced employment opportunities for groups
with specific needs

57. The improvement of the design of policies and programmes requires:

(a) Identifying and reflecting the specific needs of pa~ticular groups,
and ensuring ,that programmes ar0,equitable and non-discriminatory, efficient
and effective in meeting the needs of those groups;

(b) Actively involving representatives of these groups in planning,
design and,management, and monitoring, evaluating and reorienting these
programmes by providing access to accurate information and sufficient
resources to ensure that they reach their intended beneficiaries .

•
58. Employment policies can better address the problem of short and long-term
unemployment 'by:
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(a) Incorporating, with the involvement of the unemployed and/or their
associations, a comprehensive set of measures, including employment planning,
re-education and training programmes, literacy, skills upgrading, counselling
and job-search assistance, temporary work schemes, frequent contact with
employment service offices and preparing for entry and re-entry into the
labour market;

(b) Analysing the underlying causes of long-term unemployment and their
effect on different groups, including older workers and single parents, and
designing employment and other supporting policies that address specific

-situations. and needs;

(c) Promoting social security schemes that reduce barriers and
disincentives to employment so as to enable the unemployed to improve their •
capacity to participate actively in society, to maintain an adequate standard
of living and to be able to take advantage of employment opportunities.

59. Programmes for entry or re-entry into the labour market aimed at
vulnerable and disadvantaged groups can effectively combat the causes of
exclusion on the labour market by:

(a) Complementing literacy actions, general education or vocational
training by work experience that may include support and instruction on
business management and training so as to give better knowledge of the value
of entrepreneurship and other private-sector contributions to society;

(b) Increasing the level of skills, and also improving the ability of
getting a job through improvements in housing, health and family life.

60. Policies should seek to guarantee all youth constructive options for
their future by:

(a) Providing equal access to education at the primary and secondary
levels, with literacy as a priority and with special attention to girls;

(b) Encouraging the struggle against illiteracy and promoting literacy
training in national languages in developing countries, in particular in
Africa;

(c) Encouraging various actors to join forces in designing and carrying
out comprehensive and coordinated programmes that stimulate the
resourcefulness of youth, preparing them for durable employment or
self-employment, and providing tt,em with guidance, vocational and managerial
training, social skills, work experience and education in social values;

(d) Ensuring the participation of youth, commensurate with their age
and responsibility, in planning and decision-making with regard to their
future.

61. The full participation of indigenous people in the labour market and
their equal access to employment opportunities requires developing
comprehensive employment, education and training programmes that take account
of the particular needs of indigenous people.
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of employment opportunities for persons with

('a)' Enliliiing that laws and regulations do not discriminate against
persons' with'i!lii8ilbilities;

(bl Taking proactive measures, such as organ1z1ng support services.
devising incentive schemes and supporting self-help schemes and small
businesses;

(c) Making appropriate adjustments in the work place to accommodate
persons with disabilities, including in that respect the promotion of
innovative technologies;

(d) Developing alternative forms of employment, such as supported
employment, for persons with disabilities who need these services;

,;',.' '"0'

(e) Pidm6ting public awareness within society regarding the impact of
the negativeS1:ereotyping of persons with disabilities on their participation
in the labou~imarket;

63. There is need~or intensified international cooperation and national
attention to the situation of migrant workers and their families. To that
end:

(a) Governments are invited to consider ratifying existing instruments
pertaining to migrant workers, particularly the International Convention on
the, Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their
Families;

(b) In accordance with national legislation, Governments of recelv1ng
countries are urged to consider extending to documented migrants who meet
appropriate length-of-stay requirements and to members of their families whose
stay in the rec~iving country is regular treatment equal to that accorded'
their own nationals with regard to the enjoyment of basic human rights.
including equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of religious
practices,' working conditions, social security, participation in trade unions
and access to health. education. cultural and other social services. as well
as equal",access to the judicial. system and equal treatment before the law;

(c) Governments of countries of origin, transit countries and countries
of destination are urged too-cooperate in reducing the causes of undocumented
migration, safeguarding the bas:c human rights of undocumented migrants and
preveritingtheir exp l'oi't at ion;

(dl Governments of both recelvlng countries and countries of origin
should adopt effective sanctions against those who organize undocumented
migration; exploit undocumented, migrants or engage in trafficking in
undocumented migrants;

(el Governments of countries of origin are urged to facilitate the
return of migrants and their reintegration into their home communitieS and to
devise ways of using their skills. Governments of countries of ori\1in .. should
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consider collaborating with countries of destination and engaging the support
of appropriate international organizations in promoting the return on a
voluntary basis of qualified migrants who can play a crucial role in the
transfer of knowledge, skills and technology. Countries of destination are
encouraged to facilitate return migration on a voluntary basis' by adopting,
flexible policies, such as the transferability of pensions and other work
benefits.

E. A broader recognition and understanding of work and emoloyment

64. A broader recognition and understanding of work and'employment requires:

(a) Acknowledging the important contribution of unremunerated work to
societal well-being and bringing respect, dignity and value to societal
perceptions of such work and the people who do it;

(b) Developing a more comprehensive knowledge of work and employment
through, iriter alia, efforts to measure and better understand ~he type, extent
and distribution of unremunerated work. particularly work in caring for
dependants and unremunerated work done for family farms or businesses, arid
encouraging, sharing and disseminating information, studies and experience in
this field, including on the development of methods for assessing its value in
quantitative terms, for possible reflection in accounts 'that may be produced
separately from but consistent with core national accounts;

(c) Recognizing the relationship between remunerated employment and
unremunerated work in developing strategies to expand productive employment,
to ensure equal access by women and men to employment, and to ensure the care
and well-being of children and other dependants, as well as to coffibatpoverty
and promote social integration,

<d) Encouraging an open dialogue on the possibilities and institutional
requirements for a broader understanding of various forms of work arid
employment,

tel Examining a range of policies and programmes, including social
security legislation, and taxation systems, 'ih accordance with national
priorities and policies, to ascertain how to facilitate flexibility in the way
people divide their time between education and training, paid employment',
family responsibilities, volunteer activity and other socially useful forms of
work, leisure and retirement, giving particular attention to the situation of
women, especially in female-maintained households,

(f) Promoting socially useful volunteer work and allocating appropriate
resources to support such work without diluting the Qbjective~ regarding
employment expansion,

•

(g)

aspects of
and on new

Intensifying international exchange of experience on ve.r'ious.; ,

change in the recognition and understanding of work and employment
forms of flexible working time arrangements over the lifetime.

65. The development of additional so<:ially useful new types Of'employment and
work requires, inter alia: .' -. .r>:
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(a) Helping vulnerable and disadvantaged groups to integrate better
into society and. by this means. to participate more effectively in economic
and social development;

(b) Helping older persons who are dependent or providing support for
families in need of educational assistance or social support;

(c) Strengthening social ties through the.e forms of employment and
work, which represents an important realization of social development policy.
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1. At the 4th meeting. on 9 March. the Main Committee approved chapter IV
of the draft programme Of. action and recommended it to the plenary for
adoption. Statements were made by the representatives of the Philippines (on
behalf of the States"Members of the United Nations that are members of the
Group of 77 and China). Canada and the Holy See.

2. The text of chapter IV reads as follows:

Chapter IV

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

Basis for action and obiectiyes

66 .. The aim of social integration is to create "a society for all". where
every individual, each "'.i"th rights and responsibilities, has an active role
to play. Such an inclusive society must be based upon respect for all human
rights and fundamental freedoms. cultural and religious diversity. social
justice and the special needs of vulnerable and disadvantaged groups,
democratic particlpationand the rule of law. The pluralistic nature of mosc
societie~"has'at"tiines resulted in problems for the different groups to
aChiev~"~nd m.intaln harmony and c~operation, and to have equal access to all
resources "in "society.' Full recognition of each individual's rights in the
context of the rule of law has not always been fully guaranteed. Since the
founding of the United Nations, this quest for humane. stable, safe, tolerant
and just societies has shown at best a mixed record.

CPH.95·141
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67. Nevertheless, progress has been noted. as shown in the continuation of
the ongoing process of decolonization; the elimination of apartheid;' the
spread of democracy; wider recognition of the need to respect human dignity,
all human rights and fundamental freedoms and cultural diversity; the
unacceptability of discrimination; increasing recognition of the unique
concerns of indigenous people in the world; an expanded notion of collective
responsibility for all members of a society; expanded economic and educational
opportunities and the globalization of communicatIon; and greater possibility
for. social mobility, choice and autonomy of action.

68. Notwithstanding these, there are negative developments that include
social polarization and fragmentation; widening disparities and inequalities
of income and wealth within and among nations; problems arising from
uncontrolled urban development and the degradation of the environment;
marginalization of people. families. social groups. communities and even
entire countries; the strains on individuals. families. communities and
institutions as a result of the rapid pace of social change. economic
transformation, migration and major dislocations of population. particularly
in the areas of armed conflict.

69. Furthermore, violence, in its many manifestations. including domestic
violence, especially against women. children. older persons and people with
disabilities. is a growing threat to the security of individuals, families and
communities everywhere. Total social breakdown is an all too real
contemporary experience. Organized crime. illegal drugs, the illicit arms
trade. trafficking in women and children. ethnic and religious conflict. civil
war, terrorism. and all forms of extremist violence. xenophobia. politically
motivated killing and even genocide present fundamental threats to societies
and the global social order. These are compelling and urgent reasons for
action by Governments individually and. as appropriate. jointly to foster
social cohesion while recognizing, protecting and valuing diversity.

70. There is therefore an urgent need for:

•

•
•

•

•

•

Transparent and accountable public institutions that are accessible
to people on an equal basis and are responsive to their needs:

Opportunities for all to participate in all spheres of public life;

Strengthen the participation and involvement of civil society in
the formulation. implementation and evaluation of decisions
determining the functioning and well-being of their societies;

Publicly available objective data to enable people to make informed
decisions;

Maintenance of social stability and promotion of social justice and
progress;

~romOt10n of non-discrimination, tolerance and mutual respect fot
and value of diversity:



•
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• Equity and equality of, opportunity and social m¢tl:1ity,

• Gender equality and equity and empowerment Of women;

• 'Blimination' of physical and social barrie~s with the aim of
creating a society accessible for a~~, ~1th special emphasis on,
measures to meet the needs and inter'u&';o! tI:Ioae who face,
obstacles in participating fully in society,

• Giving sp'~ial attention to the right to the enj~t of the "
,highest .ttainable standard of physical and mental health, and to
health as a factor of development;

• Promoting the principle of caring for each other's well-being and
fosteriqg the spirit of mutual support, within the context of human
rights education,

,'.'

• Nhile acknowledging legitimate national defence needs, the dangers
to, society of armed conflict and the negative ef,fect of excessive
military 'expenditures. trade in arms, especially of those arms"that
are particularly injurious or have indiscriminate effect., and'an
excessive in~stment for arms Product~on and acquisition should be
recognized and addressed. SimilArly." the need to combat lUic'it
arms trafficking, violence. crime. the production. use ,and
trafficking of illicit drugs. and trafficking in women and
children, should be recognized,

•

• The elimination of all forms of vioience and the full
implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence
against Women.

Aetipos

A~ Responsiye government and full participation in society

.-'
71. GovernmentS should promote and protect all human, rights and fundamental
freedoms', Including the right to devl!1opment, bearing in mind the
inlf"rdependent and mut\olally reinforcing re1ationsh,ip bet'lire,rt ,democracy, ,
development and respect for human rights. and should make public institutions
more responsive to people'S needs by: '

(al Ensuring that decisions are based on acc~rate data and are taken
wich the participacion of chose who will be af!I!c::~ecf. keeping under review,
within each councry's constitutional framework,Che responsibilities of the
different levels of government and the administrative arrangements for '
organizing and delivering services;

(bf 'Keeping under reide,,;;' wiehiri each coun,~~" consti'tutional
framework, the national, provincial. municipal and local capacity and
capability in raising revenue, and allocating resources to promote local
initiativee in maintaining and increasing community cohesion;
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(cl Simplifying administrative regulations, disseminating information
about public policy issues and initiatives for collective interests,and
facilitating maximum access to information;

(d) Opening channels and promoting full confidence between citizens and
government agencies, and developing affordable recourse procedures accessible
to all people, especially those who' have no access to channels and agencies of
COllIIIUnica~to seek- l:e4reaa of 9I:ievancea;

(e) Encouraging the production of relevant studies/research to assess
the consequences of global and technological changes on social .integration and
the production of evaluations of the policies and'programmes put in place to
achieve the various components of social inte9l:ation; and encouraging national
and international exchanges and dissemination of information on innovative
models and successful practices;

(fl Requiring accountability for the honest, just and equitable
delivery of public services to the people from all public officials;

(g) Making their services accessible to all citizens and taking special
care to ensure that the services are provided to all persons in need;

(hI Strengthening popular political participation, and promoting the
transparency and accountability of political groupings at the local and
national levels;

(i) Encouraging the ratification, the avoidance as far as possible of
the resort to reservations and the implementation of international human
rights instruments aiming to eliminate barriers to the full enjoyment of all
huhlanrights.

72. Encouraging the fullest participation in society requires:

(a) Strengthening the capacities and opportunities for all people.
especially those who are vulnerable and disadvantaged, to establish and
maintaill independent organizations representing their interests. within each
country's constitutional framework;

(b) Enabling institutions of civil society, with special attention to
those representing vulnerable and disadvantaged groups, to participate in the
formulation, on a consultative basis, implementation and evaluation of
policies related to social devel~pment;

(cl Giving community organizations greater involvement in the design
and implementation of local projects, particularly in the areas of educarron,
health care, resource management and social protection;

(d) Ensuring a legal framework and a support structure that encourages
the formation of, and constructive contributions from, communIty organizations
and voluntary associations of individuals;

•



•
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"Ie), Encouraging all me1l\bers of society to exercise their rights, fulfil
their responsibilities and participate fully in their societies, recognizing
that Governments alone'cannot meet all needs in society;

ItJ Establishing a universal and flexible social safety net that takes
into accOUnt available economic resources and encourages rehabilitation and
active participation in society,

(gl Facilitating the access of disadvantaged and marginalized people to
educatiOn and information, as well as their participation in social and
cultural: life;

(hI Promoting equality and social integration through sports and
cultural activities.

B. Ngn-discriminotiQQ. toleronce ond mutual
{.epect for and value of diversity

73. Eliminating discrimination and promoting tolerance and mutual respect for
and the value of diversity at the national and international levels requires:

(al Enacting and implementing appropriate laws and other regulations to
c01l\bat racism, racial discrimination, religious intolerance in all its various
forms, xenophobia and all forms of discrimination in all walks of life in
societies,

(b) Encouraging the early ratification of, and considering the removal
or limiiation of reservations to and the implementation of international
instrum.n'ts, including the International Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination and ~he Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women,

(c) Taking specific measures. in the context of the implementation of
the Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies for the Advancement of Women, to remove
long-standing 'legal and social barriers to employment. education, productive
resources and public services, assist women in becoming aware of and realizing
their rights, and ensure the elimination of intra-family discrimination for
the girl child, especially in regard to health. nutrition and education;

(df Ensuring gender equality and equity through changes in attitudes,
policies and practices, encouraging the fUl~,participationand empowerment of
women in social. economic and ~olitical life, and enhancing gender balance in
decision-making processes at all levels,

(el
practices

Revie~ihg with a view to changing legislation.
th~,t'~etPetuate discriminatory pract ices:

public codes and

(f) Disseminating inforrilation in Illain)anguage tC1 all groups in
society about people'S rights and the means available to redress complaints;
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(g):. Strengthening or establishing machinery for monitoring and
resolving disputes and conflicts related ~~ discriminatory practices, and
developing arbitration and conciliation procedures at the local and national
levels;

(h) Setting an example through State institutions and the educational
system to promote and protect respect for freedom of expression; democracy,;

. political. pJureJ i Sill, cU.veraity of- ~ritage., ClUtureti and" Vldues, religious.
tolerance and principles; and the national traditions on which a country has
been built,

(i) Recognizing that the languages spoken or used in the world should
be respected and protected,

(j) RecogniZing that it is of utmost importance for all people to live
in cooperation and harmony, and ensuring that the traditions and cultural
heritage of nationa must be fully protected;

(k) Encouraging independent communication media that promote people's
understanding and awareness of all aspects of social integration, with full
respect for freedom of information and expression.

c. Equality And social justice

74. Governments should promote equality and social justice by,

(a) Ensuring that all people are equal before the law;

(b) Carrying out a regular review of public policy. including health
and education policies. and public spending from a social and gender equality
and equity perspective. and promotino their positive contribution to
equalizing opportunities;

(cl Expanding and improving access to basic services with the aim of
ensuring universal coverage;

(dJ Providing equal opportunities in public-sector employment and
providing.guidallCe. information and. as appropriate. incentives to private
employers to do the same;

(e) Encouraging the free formation of cooperatives. community and other
grass·roots,organizations. mutual support groups, recreational/sports
associations. and similar institu"ions that tend to strengthen social
integration. paying particular attention to policies that assist families in
their support. educational. socializing and nurturing roles;

(f) Ensuring that structural adjustment programmes are so designed as to
minimize their negative effects on vulnerable and disadvantaged groups and
communities While epsuring their positiv~ effects on ehem by prevencing their
marginalization in economic and social activities. and deVising measures to
ensure that such groups and communities gain access to and control over
economic r ••o~rQ'. and economic and aocial activiti"r ace ions .houl~ be taken
Co reduce inequality and economic disparicy;

•

•
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.(gl. Promoting full access to preventive and curative health care to
improve the quality of life, especially by the vulnerable and disadvantaged
groups, in particular women and children;

.(hl Expanding basic ·education by developing special measures to provide
schooling the children and youth living in sparsely populated and remote
areas, for children and youth of nomadic, pastoral, migrant or indigenous
parents, au.d...fo.r street.. dli.l.dren. childr.en and yOUl:tr worlt"ing or looking after
younger siblings and disabled or aged parents, and disabled children and
youth; establiShing, in partnership with indigenous people, educational
systems.that will meet the unique needs of their cultures;

(i) Ensuring that the expansion of basic education is accompanied by
improved quality, appropriate attention to children Of different abilities,
cooperation between family and school, and a close link between the school
curriculum and the needs of the work place,

,{.jl Evaluating school systems on a regular basis by reaults achieved.
and diss~minating research findings regarding the appropriateness of different
methods· ·of evaluation,

(k) Ensuring that all people can have access to a variety of formal and
non-formal learning activities throughout their lives that allows them to
contribute .to and benefit from full participation in society; making use of
all forms of education, inclUding non-conventional and experimental means of
education, such as tele-courses and correspondence courses. through public
instituti9ns, the institutions of civil society and tlie private sector, to
provide educational opportunities for those who in childhood missed necessary
schooling. for youth in the process of transition from school to work. and for
those who wish to continue education and upgrade skills throughout their
lives;

til Providing equal access for girls to all levels of education,
including non-traditional and vocational training, and ensuring that measures
are taken to address the various cultural and practical barriers that impede
their access to education through such measures as the hiring of female
teachers. flexible hours, care of dependants and siblings. and appropriate
facilities.

D. Responses tp special social needs

• 75 . Governmental responses to special needs of social groups should include:

(a) Identifying specific means to encourage institutions and services
to adapt to the special needs of vulnerable and disadvantageq groups;

(b) Recogni~ing and promoting the abilities, talents and experience of
those groups that are vulnerable and disadvantaged. and identifying ways to
pz event; iSolation.and alienation ·'and enabling -tnem to make a positive
contribution to society;
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(c) E~suring access to work 'and social services through such measures
as education, language training and technical assistance for people adversely
affected by language barriers;

(d) Supporting by legislation, .incentives and other means, where
appropriate, arganizations of the vulnerable and disadvantaged groups so that
they may'promote the interests of the groups concerned and become involved in
local and n~10n.l, ecoJlOlllic, soc1ai'jmd polictc::al decision-making that guides
society as a whole;

(e), Improving the opportunities for people who are disadvantaged or
vulnerable to seek positions in legislatures, Governments, judiciaries and
other positions of public authority or influence;

, (f) Taking measures to integrate into economic and social'life
demobilized persons and persons displaced by civil conflict and disasters,

(g) Promoting and protecting the rights of indigenous people, and
empowering them to make choices that enable them to, retain their cultural
identity while participating in national, economic and social life, with full
respect for their cultural values, languages, traditions and forms of social
organization;

(hi Implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World Summit for
Children in 1990 and ratifying, as appropriate, and implementing, the
provisions of the COnvention on the Rights of the Child;

(i) Encouraging youth to participate in discussions and decisions
affecting them and in the design, implementation and evaluation of policies
and programmes; ensuring that youth acquire the skills to participate in all
aspects of life in society and to lead self-sufficient lives through the
provision of relevant and innovative educational programmes; and establishing
laws and measures that ensure the protection of youth against physical and
mental abuse and economic exploitation;

(jl Adopting specific measures to equip young people for responsible
adulthood. partieularly out-of~school youth and street children,

lkl Promoting the United Nations Standard Rules on the Equalization of
OpportunitieS for Persons with Disabilities and developing strategies for
implementing the Rules; Governments, in collaboration with organizations of
people with disabilities and the ~rivate sector, should work towards the
equalization of opportunities so that people with disabilities can contribute
to and benefit from full participation in society; policies concerning people
with d,isal:l,ilities should focus on their abilities rather than their
disabilities and should ensure their dignity as citizens:

O).:! ,Within the ,context of the United Nations Principles for Older
Persons and the Global Targets on Ageing for the Year 2001, reviewing or
developing strategies for implementing the Vienna International Plan of Action
on Ageing so that older persons can maximize their contribution to society and
play their full part in the community;

•
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1m) Facilitating the implementation of the Guidelines for Further
Planning and Suitable FolloW-Up in the field of Youth with a view to promoting
the integration of youth into societies;

(n) Taking measurea to enal:lle persons belonging to minorities to
participate fully and contribute to the development of their society.

E. a,eppo••, tQ 'pecific sociol n.,a. of r.fuae••
perlgns ODd '1Y1urn selkers, dgsumcn;ed miarant'
undgoJment,d miqruitl

displAc'd
And

'.' ;

76. In order to address the special needs of refug•••• displaced per.ons and
• asylum seekers:

Cal GoverMlents .are urged to address the root causes of movements of
refuge.s and displaced persons by taking appropriate measures. parti~l.r1y

with respect to·,co~flict resolution; the promotion of peace and
reconciliation; respect for human right.. including those of persons belonging
to minorities; and respect for the independence. territorial integrity and
sovereignty of States. Governments and all other entities should respect and
safeguard the right of people to remain in safety in their homes and should
refrain from policies or practices that force people to flee;

Cb) Governments are urged to strengthen their support for. internat.ional
proteceion and ass.isunce activities on behalf of refugees and. as
appropriate. displaced persons and to promote the search for durable solutions

.to their ·.plight'-. In 80110ing. Governmenuliie eneauraged to enhance. regional
andinternetional mechlinisms that promote appropriate ·shared reaponBrbility
for the .l1lrotection and assistallee needs of refugees:;· All necessary measures
should~be taken to ensure the physical protectiono! refugees. in particular
that of refugee WOmen and refugee children and espeCially againSt
exploitation. abuse, an~ all forms of. Violence;

Ccl Adequate international support should be extended to countries of
asylum to meet the basic needs of refugees and to assisc in the search for
duranl", solue-ions, Refugee populations should be assisted in achieving
self -sufficiency. Refug.e·es, particularly refugee women. should be involved in
the planning of ', 'refugee assistance activities and in their implementation, In
planning and imPlementing refugee assiscance activities; special actention
should be given to the specific needs of d,fugee lind displaced. wOlllen and·

, Children. Refug~i.· .ho~ld be provided with access td· adequate accommo~ation.
education. healt~ servi~es. in,luding family planning. an~ other necessary
social services •.' Refl,lgees· should respect che laws and regulatiOns of their
countries of asylum;

(dl Governments and"otherrelevant actors should create compreh-ensive
conditions. chat allow for the vOluntary repatriatiOn of refugees in safety and

" __..dignity.• and ~he voluntary andsa!e return o! internally diDplac.d p....ons to
their homel ot .origin and theit:smoochreinte~ration into society;
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(e),Governments are urged,to abide by international law concerning
refugees. States that have not already done so are invited co consider
acceding'to che international instruments concerning refugees. in:particular
the195~~onventionrelating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 prococo1
co the Convention. Governments are furthermore urged to respect the principle
of non~refoulement (i.e. the principle of no forcible return of persons co
places Where their lives or freedom would be threatened because of race,
religion, n&t.!~ty" melllbership in. a particulerr /Social group or political
opinion). GOvernments should ensure th~t asylum.eekers in the Government's
territory have access to a fair hearing and should facilitate the expeditious
processing of asylum requests, ensuring that guidelines and Procedures for,the'
determination of refugee status are sensitive to the particular situation of
women;

(f) Governments ,and relevant accors should respect the right of peopLe
to seek and enjoy, in other countries asylum from persecution.

77. To promote the equi table treatment and integration of documented'
migrants. :partiCUlarly documented migrant workers and members of their
families. '

(a) Governments should ensure that documented migrants receive fair and
equal treatment" including full respect of their human rights. protection of
the laws of the host society, appropriate access to economic opportunities and
social services; protection against racism, ethnocentrism and xenophobia; and
protection from violence and exploitation. Language training should be
provided/in recognition ,of the centrality of language acquisition td'the

, eHec:tivs"integration of documented migrants. including those not destined for
the labour market in so ,far as resources permit. Early integration is the key
to allowing documented migrants to contribute their skills. knowledge and
potential to the development of countries of dest~nation. and inVolves mutual
understanding by documented migrants and the host society. '!"he "former need to
know and respect the values, laws. trad~tions and principles 6f the host
society. which in turn should respect the religions, cultures and traditions
of documented migrants;

, '(bl Governments of receiving countries are urged to consider giving to
documented, migrants having the right to long-term residence civil and
po Li td ca I rights and responsibi lit i es , as appropriate, and faciliC'ating 1:heir
naturaHzatiDn.' Special efforts should be made to ,enhance Che ln1:egration of
the children of long-term migrants .by prOViding them with educat'iOnal and
training opportunities equal to' t.lose of ,n'iiltionals. allowing' them to 'exercise
an economic activity and facilitating the naturalization ofthosewho'have
been raised in the receiving country. Consistent with article 10 of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and all relevant universally recognized
human rights instruments, all Governments. particularly those of receiving
countries, must recognize the ,Vital importance of family reunification and
'promote ica integracion into their national legislation in order to ensure
protection of.the unity of the fam~lie8 of docUmented migrants. ~overnments

of receiving countries must ensure the protection of migrants arid'their
families. giving priority to programmes and strategies that combat religious
incolerance. racism. ethnocentrism, xenophobia and gender discrimination. and
that generate the necessary public sensitivity in that regard;

•
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(cl 'Governments and relevant actors should enco~ragethe international
exchangeo! information on educational and training institutions in oiqer to
promote the productive employment of documented migrants through greater
recognition of foreign education and credentials,

(d) Governments should encourage interracial harmony and cross-c~ltural
" c; , " • ;, ~~

understanding through educational programmes, where appropriate, including
~lternative-di8pute-reSoiutionand conflict ~ntion training in schOOls.

78. In order to address the concerns and basic human needs related to
undocumented migrants:

(ill Governments are urged to cooperate in reducing the causes of
undobti~nted ~lgiation: safeguarding the basic human rights of undocumented
migraJ'l.~s;·'preventing·their exploitation and offering them appropri~~~ means of
appeal according to national legislation, and punishing criminals NPO organize
trafficking in human 'h'eings; :;'.

"
(bl Countries of destination, countries of transit and cou~tries of

origin.should coopet~te, as appropriate, to manage immigration flows, prevent
undocu~ented migraClon, and, if appropriate, facilitate the return of migrants
and their reintegration in their home communities,

(c) Governments are urged to cooperate to reduce the effects of
undocumented migration on receiving countries, bearing in mind the special
circumstances and needs of such countries, in particular developing countries,

.. (d) GOVernments are urged to promote effective'''lleasures to protect all
undocumented migrants and members of their families against racism,
ethnocentrism and xenophobia.

'. f. Violence, crime. the prghlem of illicit
druas 004 SUb9tODkC abusc

79:AddreSSi~g the problems created by violence. Crime, substance abuse and
produttion. the use and trafficking of illicit drugs. ·and the rehabilitation
of addiCts requires:

la) Introducing and implementing specific policies and pUblic health
and social service programmes to prevent and eliminate all .forns of violence
in society, particularly to prevent and eliminate domestic violence and to
protect the victims of violence, with particular attention to violence against
women,·difldren. older persons and persons with disabilit.~es. In particular,
the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, should be .
implemented and enforced nationally. In addition, the prov~si~ns of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child should be respected,

(b)'·,'''That eountries should take full measures to eliminate all forms of
oc_oc· ,.- .. • .. ·-·exploitafron. abuse, harassment·andviolence.,againstwomen,·in particular

domestic violence and rape. Special attention should be gi~~n to violence
resulting from harmful traditional or customary practices and all fonns of
extremism, which implies both preventive actions and the rehabilitation of
victims,
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(~) In order to prevent the participation of children and youth in
crime, violence, and drug abuse and trafficking, implementing programmes that
channel, their energy and creativity towards improving themselves and their
communities;

(d) Improving mechanisms for resolving conflicts peacefully and
reintegrating society following conflicts, including efforts towards
reconcili at i on and confidence-buildin9.. between- the conflicting' grDUps,
training in non-violent conflict resolution at all levels of education, the
reconstruction of social institutions that have been destroyed, the
reintegration of displaced and disabled persons, and the re-establishment of
the rule of law and respect for all human rights;

(e) Establishing partnerships with non-governmental organizations'and
community organizations to make adequate provision for the rehabilitation and
reintegration into society of offenders. especially young offenders; measures
will include efforts to maintain links with their families during detention
and to reintegrate them into productive employment and social life after their
release from detention,

(f) Strengthening international cooperation and coordination in
devising strategies, policies, legislation and other measures in combating
national and transnational organized crime and the use of violence and
terrorism;

(g) Adopting effective and environmentally sound national strategies to
prevent Or substantially reduce the cultivation and'processing of crops used
for the illegal drug trade, paying particular attention to national and
international support for development programmes that create viable economic
alternatives to drug production towards the full integration of the social
groups involved in such activities;

•

•

(h) Combating drug and substance abuse and drug trafficking, corruption
and related criminal activities through national and internationally
coordinated measures, while strengthening integrated, multisectoral programmes
to prevent and reduce the demand for consumptiOn of dru~s in"order to create a
society free of illicit drugs. In cooperation with the 'institutions ,of civil
society and the private sector. drug abuse prevention as well as preventive
education for children and youth, rehabilitation and education programmes for
former drug and alcohol addicts, especially children and youth, to enable them
r o Obtain productive employment and achieve the independence, dignity and
responsibility for a drug-free, cllme·free, productive life; •

(i) Working nationally and internationally to identify narcotics
trafficking and money laundering networks, prosecuting their leaders and
seizing assets derived from such criminal activities,

(j) Supporting comprehensive drug interdiction strategies and
,strengthening efforts to concrol precursor, chemicals and firearms, ammunition
and explosives to prevent their diversion to drug trafficking and terrorist
groups,
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(kl Combating trafficking in women and children through national and
internationally coordinated measures. at the same time establishing or
strengthening institutions for the rehabilitation of the victims of the
trafficking of women and children .

. Ga SOCiAl inteqrohigp ADd family responsibilities

Sel. The faIIlily is the basic unit. of society and lIS" oroch l'fhould be
strengthened. It is entitled to receive comprehensive protection and support.
In different cultural. political and social systems. various forms of the
family exist. Marriage must be entered into with the free consent of the
intending spouses. and husband and wife should be equal partners .

SI. Helping the family in its supporting. educating and nurturing roles in
contributing to social integration should involve:

(a) Encouraging social and economic policies that are designed to meet
the needs of families and their individual members. especially the most
disadvantaged and vulnerable members, with particular attention to the care of
children,

(bl Ensuring opportunities for family members to understand and meet
their social responsibilities,

(cl Promoting mutual respect. tolerance and cooperation within the
family and within society;

ldl Promoting equal partnership between women and men in the family .
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Addendum

1. At the 5th meeting, on 10 March, the Main Committee approved chapter V
of the draft programme of action and recommended it to the plenary for
adoption.

2. 'The text of chapter V reads as follows:

Chapter V

IMPLEMENTATION AND FOLLOW-UP

82. Nothing short of a renewed and ",~ssivepblitical will at' the national
and international levels to invest in people and their we'1l-be1ng will
achieve the objectives of social developmen-. Social development and the
implementation of the Programme of Actlon of the Summit are primarily the
r e spons i b i Li t y of Governments, although international cooperation and
-e ss Ls t snce are essential for their full implementatlon. At all levels of
implemen~ation,~the crucial, and essentlal requirements are:

•

• The promotion and protectlon of all human rights and fundamental

freedoms..,: t:tle, support -fo r democratic "institutions and the
emp~werment of women;

• The integration of goals, programmes and review mechanisms that
have devel op ed sepa.rately in response to<spec-rfibproblems:

• par~nership ir;vo~ving States. local authoritles';jnon-goverrimen~~l

organizat ions: especially voluntary organizat ions, other' ma j or :
groups as deflned in Agenda 21. the media, families and
individuals;c-

• ~'The r ecoqrn t ic.n of -t he diversity in the world and ··t-he. need' to, take'
measures geared to achieve the Summit's goals;
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• The empowerment of people, who are to be assisted so that they
fully participate in setting goals, 4eslgning prOgrammes,
implementing activities and evaluating performance;

• Bfforts to mobilize new and additional financial resources that ftre
both adequate and predictable, and are mobilized in a way that
maximizes the availability of such resources, and uses all
available funding sources and mechanisms, inter alia, multilateFal,
bilateral ~~d private sources. including on concessional and grant
terms.; "

•

Actipns

Solidarity, extending the concept of partnership and a moral
imperative of mutual respect and concern among indiViduals •.
communities and nationa.

A. Natippal strategiea, ,valuatigns ond reviews

•

83. The promotion of an integrated approach to the implementation of the
Programme of ActiOn at the national level. in accordance with national
specificities, requires:

(a) Analysing and reviewing macroeconomic, microeconomic and sectoral
policies and their impact on poverty. employment, social integration and
social development;

(bl BnhanciniT Government policies and programmes to promote social
·development by strengthening the coordination of all efforts by national and
international actors, strengthening the efficiency and operational· capacity of
public management structures. and facilitating the effective and transparent
use of resources. taking due account of the recommendations and follow-up to
Agenda 21;

(c) Assessing the extent. distribution and characteristics of poverty,
unemployment, social tensions, and social exclusion, taking measures aiming at
eradicating poverty. increasing productive employment and enhancing social
integraticlO'

(d) Formulating or strengthening by 1996 comprehensive cross-sectoral •
strategies for implementing the Summit· outcome and national strategies for
social development. including government action, actions by States in
cooperation with other Governments. international, regional and subregional
organizations, and actions taken in partnership and·cooperation with actors of
civil society, ·the private sector and cooperatives. with specific
responsibilities .to be.undertaken by.each actor and with agreed priorities and
time-frames;

(el Integrating social development goals into national development
plans, policies and budgets. cutting across traditional sectoral boundaries,
with transparency and accountability. and formulated and implemented with.the
.participationof the groups directly affected;
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(f) Defining time-bound-goals' and targets for reducing overall poverty
and eradicating' extreme poverty, expanding employment and reducing
unemployment. and enhancing social integration. within each national context;

(g), Promoting and strengthening institutional capacity-building for
inter-ministerial coordination. intersect6r.l collaboration, the coordinated
allocation of resources and the vertical integration from national capitals to
local districts;

(h) ,DeYeloping quantitative and qualitative indicators of social
development. including, where possible. di$aggregationby gender, to assess
poverty, employment, social integration and other social factors, to monitor
the impact of social policies and programmes. and to rind ways to improve the
effectiveness,9f policies and programmes and introduce new programmes;

(iJ Strengthening implementation and monitoring mechanisms, including
arrangements for the participation of civil society in policy-making and
implementation,and collaboration with international organiZations;

(j.) All countries should regularly assess''their progress towards
implementing the outcome of the Summit, possibly 1n the form of periodic
national reports, outlining successes, problems and obstacles. ' Such reports
could be considered within the framework of an appropriate consolidated
reporting system, taking into account the different reporting procedures in
the economic, social and environmental fields;

(kl The General Assembly, at its fiftieth session, should declare the
first United Nations decade for the eradication of poverty following the l
International Year for the Eradication of Poverty (1996) with a view to, its
considering further initiatives on the eradication of poverty.

84. International support for the formulation of national strategies for
social development will require actions by bilateral and multilateral agencies
for:

(a) Assisting countries to strengthen or rebuild their capacities for
formulating. coordinating, implementing and monitoring integrated strategies
for social development;

(b) Coordinating the assistance provided by different agencies for
similar planning processes under other internat,ional action plans;

(c) Pev~loping improved concepts and programmes for the collection and
dissemination o,f st;i;ltistics and indicators for social development to
facilitate review and policy analysis and provide expertise. advice and
support to coun~r~es- a~ their request.
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a. Involvement Qf civil sQciety

85. Effective implementatiQn Qf the DeclaratiQn and ProgrammeQf ActiQn of
the Summit requires strengthening cQmmunity organizatiQns and nQn-profit
non-governmental organizations .in the sphere of educatiQn, health, poverty,
social integration, human rights, improvement of the quality Qf life, relief
and rehabilitation, enabling them to participate constructively in
policy-making and implementation. This will require·:

(a) Encouraging and supporting the creation and development Qf such
organizations, particularly among the disadvantaged and VUlnerable peQple;

!
(b) Establishing legislative and regulatQry framewQrks, institutiQnal

arrangements and consultative mechanisms for involving such organizations in
the design, implementation and evaluation of sQcial development strategies and
programmes;

(cl Supporting capacity-building programmes for such organizations in
critical areas, such as participatory planning, programme design,
implementation and evaluation, economic and financial analysis, credit
management, research, information and advQcacy;

(dl Providing resources through such measures as small grant
programmes, and technical and other ·administrative support for initiatives
taken and managed at the community level;

(el Strengthening networking and exchange Qf expertise and experience
among such organizatiQns.

86. The contributiQn Qf civil society, including the priVate sector, tQ
sQcial develQpment can be enhanced by:

(a) DevelQping planning and policy-making procedures that facilitate
partnership and cOQperation between Governments and civil sQciety in social
develQpment;

(b) Encouraging business enterprises to pursue investment and other
policies, including nQn-cQmmercial activities, which will cQntribute to social
develQpment, especially in relation to the generation of wQrk opportunities,
social support services at the work place, access to productive resources and·
construction Qf infrastructure;

(cl Enabling and encouraging trade unions to participate in the
planning and implementatiQn Of social development prQgrammes, especially in
relatiQn tQ the generation ofworkoPPQrtunities under fair conditions, tile
prQvisiQn of training, health care and other basic services, and the
develQpmentQf an'ecQnQmic environment that facilitates sustained eCQnomic
grQwth and sustainable development;

(dl Enabling and encouraging farmers' representative organizations and
cQQperatives to participate in the formulation and implementation of
sustainable agricultural and rural development policies and programmes;

•
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(e) Encouraging and facilitating the development of cooperatives,
including among people living, in poverty or belonging to ~lnerable groups;

, ,

(f) Supporting academic and research institutions, parti~~larly in the'
developing countries. in their contribution to social development pr~ammes.

and facilitating mechanisms for independent, detached, impart~a~c~d objective
monitoring of social progress. especially ,through collecting, arll~lysingand

disseminatin!:J information and ideas about economic and social developll\tlnt;
. '.:

(9) Encouraging edueational institutions, the media and other sources
of' public information and opinion to give special prominence to the challenges
of social development and to facilitate widespread and well~informed debate
abOut social policies throughout the community .

C. Mobilization of financial resources

87. The implementation of the Declaration and the Pr~amme of Action of the
Summit at the national level may require substantial new and additional
resources, both in the public and the private sectors. Augmenting the
availability of public resources for social development requires at the
national level:

(a) Implementing macroeconomic and microeconomic policies in accordance
with national priorities and policies, aimed at encouraging greater domestic
savings and investment required for public spending. through progressive, fair
and economically efficient taxes that are cogniz~t of sustainable development
concerns, and thro~gh cutting back on subsidies that do not benefit the poor;

,(b) Reducing as appropriate, excessive military expenditures and
investments for arms production and acquisition, consistent with national
security requirements, in order to increase resources for social and economic
development;

(c) Giving high priority to social development in the allocation of
public spending and ensuring predictable funding for the relevant programmes;

(Q) Ensuring that the refilources for filocial developme!it are available at
the levlll, of administration that ifil responsible for formUlating and
implementing the relevant programmes;,

(e) Increasing the effective and transparent utilization of public
resources,' reducing waste and combating corruption, and concentrating on the
areas of greatest social need; " ,

(f) Developing innovative sources of funding. both public and private,
for' social programmes. and creating a supportive environment for the
mobilization of resources by civil society, inclUding beneficiary
contributions and individual voluntary contributions, for social development.

88. Implementation of the Declaration and the Programme ,of Action in
developing countries, in particular in Africa and the least developed
countries, will need additional financial resources and more 'effective'
development cooperation and assistance. This will require:
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(a) Translating the ,co~itments of the S~mmit into financial
implications for soCilll developl1!ent programmes in developing co~iltries"

parti~larlyAfrica and the least developed co~ntries;

(b) Striving for the f~lfilment' of the agreed target of 0.7 per cent of
gross national prod~ct (GNP) for overall Official development assistance as
soon as possible, and increasirtg the share off~nding for social development
programmes, commens~rate with'the scope and s'cale of activities required to
achieve the objectives and goals of the Declaration and Programme of Action;

(c) Agreeing on a mutual commitment between interested developed and
developing country partners to allocate, on average, 20 per, cent of aDA and
20 per cent of the national budget, respectively, to basic social programmes;

(d) Giving high priority in aDA to the eradication of poverty in
developing countries, in particular Africa, low-income countries in Asia and
the Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the least developed
countries;

(e)" Providing assist:ance for social-sector activities, such as the
rehabilitation and development of social infrastructure, including il) the form,
of granta or soft loans;

(f) Implementation of the commitments of the international community to
the Special needs and vulnerabilities of the small island developing States,
in parti~lar by providins eftec.t,ive means, inclUding adequate. predictable,
new and additional resources:,for social development programmes in accordance
with the Declaration of BarbadoS and on the basis of the relevant provisions
of the Programme of Action ,for the Sustainable Development of Small Island
Developing States;

(g) Providing international sup~0rt and assistance to the land-locked
developing countries in their efforts to implement the outcome of the Summit,
taking into account the challenges and proble,as characteristic to those
countries·;

(h) Giving preference, wherever possible. to the utilization of
competent national experts or, where necessary, competent expe~ts from within
the subregion or region or from other developing countries in. project and
programme design, preparation and implementation, and to the building of local
expertise where it does not exist; ,.

(i) Exploring ways and means to strengthen support and expand
South-South cooperation based on partnership between developitlg'snd"developed
countries, as well as enhanced cooperation among developing countries;

(~) Maximizing project and programme efficiency by keeping overhead
costs to a minimum;

(k) Developing economic policies to promote and mobilize domestic
savings, attract external resources for productive investment and seek
innovative sources of funding, both publiC and'private, for social programmes,
while ensuring their effective utilization;' J '

" ..

•

•
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(1) Monitoring the impact of, trade liberalization on prog~ess made in
devel~ing,countries'tomeet basic human needs. giv~ng par~icul.r attention to
new initiatives to expand the access of· deve1oping~ountries'~o'international
markets;

(m) Encouraging direct cooperation to promote joint ventures, including
in the sector of social programmes and infrastructure;

(n) Encouraging recipient Governments to strengthen their national,
coordination mechanisms for international cooperation in social development
and to ensure the effective use of internationaL,assistance so as to assist
da.1Ors to secure commitment to further resources 'for national action plans;

(0) Inviting multilateral and bilateral donors to consult. with a view
to coordinating their financing policies and planning procedures. to improve
the imPact. complementarity and cost effectiveness of their contributions to
the ,achievement of the objectives of social development programmes of
developing countries.

89. Implementation of the Declaration and Programme of Action of the Summit
in couQtries with economies in transition will require continued international
cooperation and assistance. To this end. thereisa need 'to:

Assess the financial implications of the commitments of th~ Summit
development programmes iri countries with'economies in'transition;

Cbl ','Enhal1~e technical and financial assistance,i'for the implementation
of programmes of macroeconomic stabilization in order'to ensure sustained
economic growth and sustainable development;

(c) Support and encourage transformations in the field of human
resources development;

,(d) Invite multilateral and bilateral donors to consult. with a view to
'coordinating their financing policies and planning procedures. to improve the

impact of their contribution to the achievement of the objectives of social
development programmes of countries with economies in transition.

90. Substantial debt reduction is needed to enable developing countries to
implement the Declaration and Programme of Action. Building on , inter alia,
the momentum from the July 1994 meeting of the seven major industrialized
ccuncrres. in Naples and the October 1994 meeting of the governors of 'the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund, further progress ,can be ,made by:

(a) Inviting the international community, including the international
financial institutions. to continue to explore ways of implementing additional
and innovative measures to alleviate substantially the debt ~urdens of
developing countries. in particular of the highly indebted lOw-income,
countries. in order to help them to achieve sustained economic growth and
sustainable development without falling into a new debt crisis;
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(b) Adopt,ing' measures' to substantially' reduce t he bilateral debts of .
the least deve16ped countries, in particular the countries of Africa .. as soon
as possible, and eXploring either innovative approaches to managing and'
alleviating the onerous debts and debt service burdens of other developing
countries as soon as possible;

(cl Giving special consideration to those developing countries where
the multilateral debt constitutes an important part of their total debt in
order to seek a durable solution to this increasing problem;

(d) Encouraging the, possibilities of debt swaps for social development.
with the resources released by'debt cancellation or reduction to be invested
in social development programmes, without prejudice to more durable solutions,
such as debt reduction and/or cancellation;

(e) Mobilizing the resources of the IDA Debt Reduction Facility in
order to help eligible developing countries to reduce their commercial debt;
considering alternative mechanisms to complement that facility,

(f) Inviting creditor countries, private banks and multilateral
financial institutions, within their prerogatives, to consider continuing the
initiatives and efforts to address the commercial debt problems of the least
developed countries and of low and middle-income developing countries; to
consider the extens.fon of appropriate new financial support to the low-income
countries, with substantial debt burdens that continue, at great cost. to
service debt and meet their international obligations; to continue to explore
ways of implementirg additional and innovative measures to substantially
alleviate the debt burdens of developing countries, in particular of the
highly indebted low-income countries, in order to·help them aChieve sustained
economic growth and sustainable development without falling into a new debt
crisis.

91. In order to ensure that structural adjustment programmes include social
development goals, in particular the eradication of poverty, the generation of

"productive employment and the enhancement of social integratiol'), Governments.
'in cooperation with the international financial institutions and other
international organizations, should,:,

(al Protect basic social programmes and expenditures, in particular
those affecting thl! poor and vulnerable segments of society, from budget
reductions;

(b) Review the impact of structural adjustment programmes on social
development by means of gender-sensitive social-impact assessments and other
relevant methods, and develop policies to reduce their negative effects and
improve their pOSitive impact;

(c) Further promote policies enabling small enterprises, cooperatives
and other forms of micro-enterprises to develop their capacities for income

'generation and employment creation.

•
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92. lriternationa1 financial institutions shou1~ contribute to the
mobilization of' resources for the implementation of the Declaration and
programme of Action. To this end, the relevant institutions are urged to take
the following measures:

(a) The World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the regional and
, subregional development banks and funds, and all other international finance
organizations should further integrate social development goals in their
policies, programmes and operations, including by giving higher priority to
social-sector lending, where applicable, in their lending programmes:

(b) The Bretton Woods institutions and other organizations of the
United Nations system should work together with concerned countries to improve
policy dialogues and develop new initiatives to ensure that structural '
adj'ustment programmes promote sustained ~conomic and social development, with
particular attention to their impact on people living in poverty and
vulnerable groups;

(c) The United Nations should, in cooperation with the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund and other multilateral development institutions,
study the impact of structural adjustment programmes on economic and social
development and assist adjusting countries in creating conditions for economic
growth, job creation, poverty eradication and social development.

93. In addition to augmenting the flow of resources through established
channels, the relevant United Nations bodies, in particular the Economic and
Social Council, should be requested to consider new and innovative ideas for
generating funds and to offer for this purpose any useful suggestions.

D. The role of the United Nations system

94. A framework for international cooperation must be developed in the
context of the agenda for development in order to ensure the integrated and
comprehensive implementation, follow-up and assessment of the outcome' of the
Summit, together with the results of other recent and planned United Nations
conferences related to social development, in particular the World Summit for
Children, the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, the
World Conference on Human Rights, the Global Conference on the Sustainable
Development of Small Island Developing States, the United Nations Conference
on Human Settlements (Habitat Ill, the International Conference on Population
and Development, and the Fourth World Conference on Women. On the
international level. as on the national, the financial and organizational
implications of the commitments, goals and targets should be assessed,
priorities established and budgets and work programmes planned.

95. With regard to the consideration of social development at the
intergovernmental level, special consideration should be given to the role of
the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council. To this end:

(a) The General Assembly, as the highest intergovernmental mechanism,
is the principal policy-making and appraisal organ on matters relating to the
follow-up to the Summit. The Assembly should include the follow-up to the
Summit in its agenda as an item entitled "Implementation of the outcome of the
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wor'ld Summit .: for Social Development". In 1996, it should r,eviewt.he:
effectiveness of the steps taken to implement the outcome of the Summit with
regard to poverty eradication, as part of the activities relating to the
International Year for the Eradication of Poverty;

(b) The Assembly should hold a special session in the year lOOO for an
overall review and appraisal of the implementation of the outcome of the
Summit and consider further action and initiatives;

(cl The Assembly, as well as the Economic and Social Council could
convene meetings of high-level representatives to promote international
dialogue on critical social issues and on policies for addressing them through
internatio~alcooperation;

(d) The Assembly should draw upon the initial work of the agenda for
development working group on a common framework for the implementation of the
outcome of conferences;

(e) The Economic and Social Council, in the context of its role under
the Charter of the United Nations vis-A-vis the General Assembly and in
accordance with Assembly resolutions 45/264, 46/235 and 48/162, would oversee
system-wide coordination in the implementation of the Summit outcome and make
recommendations in this regard. It should look at ways to sere:ngehei> , r', '
consistent with the mandates of the Charter of the United Nations, 'the 'role
and authority, structures, resources and processes of the Council, bringing
specialized agencies into a closer working relationship with the Council so
that it can review progress made 'towards fulfilling the outcome of the Summit
as well as improving the Council's effectiveness. The Council, at its
substantive session of 1995, should be invited to review the mandate, agenda
and composition of the Commission for Social Pevelopment, including
considerations of the strengthening of the Commission, taking into account the
need for synergy with other related commissions and conference fOllow-up. The
Council Should also draw upon any initial work completed by that time on a
common framework for the implementation of ,conference outcomes (see paras. 94
and 95 (dl above). 'The Council should also 'be invited to review the reporting
system in the araa of social development ~ith a view to establishing a
coherent system that'would result in clear policy recommendations for
Gov~rnments and international actors;

(f) Within the framework of the,discussions on an agenda for
development and the discussions of the ,Economic and Social Council at its
coordination segment of 1995 on a c~mmon framework for the implementation of
the outcome of United Nations cQnferences in the economic and social fields,
consideration should be given to t~e possibility of holding join~meetings of
the Council and the Development Committee of the World Bank andnie
International Monetary Fund. The Secretary-General of the heads of IMF, the
World Bank and ,the ILO" .the ,United Nations funds and programmes, and other
relevant agencies, should cons,iderthe possibility of holding joint meetings
for the purpose of considering the implementation of the Declaration and the
Programme of Action prior to the Development Committee sessions;

•

•

"



•

•

•
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(gl To promote implementation of the outcomes at the regional and
subreg±6nal levels, the- regional commissions, in cooperation with the regional
intergovernmental organizations and banks, could convene, on-a bienniaY-basiii.
a meeting at a high political level to review progress made towards fulfilling
the outcome of the Summit, exchange views on their respective experiences and
adopt the app-topr1ate measures. The _re-gional commissions should report
through the appropriate mechanisms to the-Council on their outcome;

(hl The important role of the Committee on Economic. Social and
CUltural Rights in monitoring those aspects of the Declaration and Programme
of Action that relate to compliance. by States Parties, with the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights should be emphasized .

96. The. United Nations system should provide technical cooperation and other
forms of assistance to the developing countries, in particular Africa and the
least developed countries. in implementing the Declaration and Programme of
Action. To this end:

(a) The United Nations system, including the technical and sectoral
agencies and the Bretton Woods institutions. should expand and improve their
cooperation in the field of social development to ensure that_ their efforts
are complementary and, where possible, should combine resources in joint
initiatives for social development built around common objectives of the
Summit;

(b) In order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of United
Nations organizations in providing support for social development efforts at
the national level: and to enhance their capacity to serve the objectives of
the Summit. there is a need to renew, reform and revitalize the various parts
of the United Nations system, in particular its operational activities. All
specialized agencies and related organizations of the United Nations system
are invited to -strengthen and adjust their activities. programmes and medium
term strategies, as appropriate. to take into account the follow up to the
Summit. Relevant governing bodies should review their policies. programmes.
budgets and activities in this regard;

(c) The-Administrative Committee on Coordination should consider how
the participating entities might best coordinate their activities to implement
the objectives of the Summit;

(d) Regular reports should be provided by the funds and programmes and
the specialized agencies to the appropriate forums. regarding their plans and
programmes related to implementation.

97_ The United Nations system should consider and provide appropriate
technical cooperation and other forms of assistance to the countries with
economies in transition. To this end:

(a)

countries
The respective United Nations bodies should assist efforts of those

in designing and implementing social development programmes:
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(b) The United Nations Development Programme:$hould continue to
undertake efforts to support the implementation of the social de~elopment
programmes, taking into account specific needs of the countries with economies
in transition;

(c) The organizations and bodies of the United Nations system,
including the technical and sectoral agencies, the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank, should continue their cooperation in the field of social
development of countries with economies. in transition.

98. The implementation of the Declaration and Programme of Action of the
Summit will involve many entities in the system. In order to ensure coherence
in this effort, the General Assembly should give consideration to:

(a) Promoting and strengthening the coordination of United Nations
system activities, the Bretton Woods institutions and the World Trade
Organization at the global, regional and national levels in the area of
economic and social development programmes, including, inter alia, through
reports to and meetings in coordination with the Economic and Social Council;

•

(b)

contribute
activities

Inviting the World Trade Organization to consider how it might
to the implementation of the Programme of Action, including
in cooperation with the United Nations system;

(c) Requesting the International Labour organization, which because of
its mandate, tripartite structures and expertise has a special role to play in
the field of employment and social development, to contribute to the
implementation of the Programme of Action,

(d) Requesting the Secretary-General to ensure effective coordination
of the implementation of the Declaration and Programme of Action.

99. United Nations operational activities for development should be
strength~ned in order to implement the Summit outcome, in accordance ~ith

relevant resolutions, particularly General Assembly resolution 47/199, and to
this end:

(a) The United Nations Development Programme should organize
United Nations system efforts towards cap~city-buildingat the local, national
and regional levels, and should support the coordinated implementation of
social development programmes through its network of field offices;

(b) Coordination at the countr,' level should be improved through the
resident coordinator system to take full account of the present Declaration
and Programme of Action and related international agreements;

(cl The United Nations system should encourage and assist South-South
cooperation and technical cooperation among developing countries, at all
levels, as an important instrument for social development and the
implementation of the programme of Action;

•



•

•
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(d) United Nations development efforts·should be supported by a
substantial increase in resources for operational activities for development
on a predictable, continuous and assured basis, commensurate with the
increasing needs of developing countries, as stated in resolution 47/199;

(el Strengthen the United Nations system's capacity for gathering and
analysing information and developing indicators of social development, taking
into account the work carried out by different countries, in particular
developing countries, and strengthen the capacity of the United Nations system
in providing policy and technical support and advice, upon request, to improve
national capacities in this regard.

100. The support and participation of major groups as defined in Agenda 21 are
essential to the success of the implementation of the Programme of Action. To
ensure the commitment of these groups, taey must be involved in planning,
elaboration, implementation and evaluation at both the national and the
international levels.· To this end, mechanisms are needed to support, promote
and allow their effective participation in all relevant United Nations bodies,
including the mechanisms responsible for reviewing the implementation of the
Programme of Action .




